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I. ABSTRACT
The object of this thesis vas x,o investigate ti^e
practicability of usin^ plastic models to study the behavior
of steel submarine pressure hulls under hyfirostatic loading*
The conclusion reached in this thesis is that nor^els inavie of
coarnercially available plastics can be used far such study,
but that their ran^je of application is li:iited.
The need for small scale raodels in submarine d«0i0i
exists because the formulas for submarine pressure hull
strength calculations are limited in application and have
not been adequately verified; therefore, design calculations
have always been checrced by hydrostatic tests of nodels.
Steel nodels are normally used for these tests although they
are costly to construct and must be tested to the san-ie high
pressure as vill cause collapse of the full-scale submarire.
In contrast, plastic sub^narire pressure hull models offer
the advanta;?e of low cost and lov test pressures. For ex-
aniple, **Lucite" nodels cost approxi;!iately one-fifth tbie
cost of coinparative steel nodels and collapse at abo:^t one-
fifth the pressure.
This investigation vas conducted in two steps. First,
the accuracy of usin!-: plastic columns to predict behavior
of steel colunms was studied; fifteen plastic colunins were
tested by the authors in tiriis phase of the investigation.
Second, the more co:npl';-x probl^n of predicting the perfor-
mance of a steel prototype using a plastic submarirje pressure
hull model was investigated.
Four pli-stic submarine models were b';ilt, and were
tested by the authors in a simple, low-pressure steel taric
using tap water.
Three of the four models tested failed sufficiently
clear of l)Oth the end bulkheads and ti'ie longitudir.al seam
to indicate reliable failure data. The manufacture of

It
plastic structural snodels ii;volvec nev tec^'inlques of
construction; hence the lack of technical 'llfflculties
with the plastia under test was noteworthy.
Analysis of tJie test results indicates that:
(l) plastic sutmarii'e :iiodels can precict the collapse
of a steel prototype, but only when the prototype is
not stressed above its proportional linilt at collapse;
(?) models should have ?\ similar Lty rather thaii geo-
metric similarity to prototypes.
The accuracy of predicting steel prototype peV'-
for:nance is affected by the value used for the :nodulus
of elasticity of the plastic, and this value is in turn
significantly affected by the rate of loacUng an-- tem-
perature duriijg testi: fj. Therefore, plastic models are
recoiiuaended sore for qualitative comparison of the effect
of varyiiig one para:aeter, than for getting the exact
quantitative collapse pressure of a specific steel sub-
marine design.
The lov cost of plastic models suggests their use
in extensive research programs where qualitative pre-
dictions are desired. The present li'iited Tnj.ge in vliich
Tioc'els mare of commercially available plastic can be used
might well be extended by development of new plastics with
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The following symbols and abbreviations are used
throughout this report:
CTy = ff^^p, ~ Ylel<5 point strfc?3S.
(fi - (Tp.l '^ Stress at proportiorj&l limit.
E » Modulus of elasticity - initial slope of
stress-strain curve.
Em = Tanger.t niodulus - slope of stress-strain
curve at a particular stress.
En » Reduced .-nodulus - •=• ^
A Thinness factor or
(h/7H)'^ ^ ^ sturdiness factor.
L « Unsupported distance between frames on
8ub»arine pressure hull.
L» = Submarine pressure hull frame spacing,
R « Radius of curvature of submarine pressure
hull.
D a Diameter oT subraarine pressure bull (2R)
h = Thickness of submarine pressure hull.
y^ p
(h7R)I(ryT
P « Collapse pressure :'f model.
Vcyit. « Buciclii.fi stress of a coluT»n,

rVlii
= Length of equivalent pin-ended
column.
f « Least gyradius of column section.
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Th* purpose of this th^'Sls is to inv^.'Stigate the
practicability of us ng plar-tic itiodels to facilitate
study of tho beharior of, and structural failures of,
steel submarine pressure hulls*
Feillure of a typical lon-^th of cylindrical shell
and its attendant transverst frftmet under non-dynamle
conditions of external hydroftatlc loadii.g is the
specific Iten of '•behavior" or no^le of "structural
failure" upon vhich this thesis concentrates.
In assessing the value, if any, which may be in-
dicated for plastic suboiarine models, the thesis has
as its initial objective the deterniinatlon that such
aiodels can, or cannot, predict the perfor:nance of steel
prototypes in a qualitative sense. Fxploration of the
quantitative worth of the plastic submarine models
(as, for t'Xaiple, the prediction of an exact prototype
collapse depth), is an ultimate objective,
BacKground
The theories coi.cerr.ir;g the exact caus« of th«
svit
-?-
collapse or failure of a cyllrdrlcal thin-valled pressure
vessel reinforced by stiffenin^^ rlr^ijs (i«e., a submarine
pressure hull) are neither complete, nor uniformly
accepted, Si:r.ilarly, the several formulas for computing
or checicin?^ sufenarine pressure hull strength ar.d collapse
depth calculations Involve simplified boundary conditions
and other siiiplifying assuniptions in their derivation
and, therefore, ove their authority to such substantiation
as test experiments afford, and apply to but one aspect
of the collapse depth proble-a. Thus, the <?everal forniulas
are used collectively to arrive at an acceptable design*
In addition to the uncertaiiities of theory aid of
design forniulas as they apply to design parameters, the
actual performance of any ^iven submarine pressure hlill
vill be a direct function of the physical ohar&cteristlcs
of the material used, the methods ./f weldir.g and con-
struction, the quality of workmanship, etc, /
For a variety of reasons, including the above, it
has lorit; been the practice to ooiduct actual hydrostatic
tests to failure of selected subraarine pressure hull
designs. Soiie test work has been done upon large scale
models of sutmarinesj most of the test work is performed




Construction and test of a steel .aoael Is a ti::ie-'
cor.sufliing and costly procedure, Proeurenient of steel
of ^e prototype's characteristics, hand machining: of
H-franes, special sra.\ll scale velding, etc,, are aiiiong
the proble^is of taodel ?nanufacture. Since the model
should fail at the sacQe collapse depth as the prototype
(for example, over 4,00 poun^is per square inch for 1000
feet collapse depth), the pressures Irvolved are high,
the test apparatus is heavy and expensive, and the test-
ing techniques are tine-consuming and costly, Ti -^.e re-
quirements and costs involved In standard sted. T.odel
tests may be spoken of, conservatively. In 'veeks" and
"hui\dreds of dollars," respectively.
In contrast to the use of steel models, the use
of a plastic (for example, "Lucite" or "Plexiglas**)
appeared to offer several promising advanta.^es. First
because of the relatively lov values of the modulus of
elasticity and of the yield stress for these methyl
methacrylate plastics, the required test pressures for
plastic models geometrically similar to steel -nodels
are much lover than the corresponding pressures for
steel models. This suggested great simplification in
the test equipment required with a lighter test tank,
easily removable models, li-^hter piping, elimination
it 'h r^ rY/-,''
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of pressure pumps and use of tap water as a v^ater and
pressure source, ease of securing va.t--:rtightr;css, otc»
Another saving vas foreseen in the uae of stand&rd
eoMiercially available plastlca to quickly and readily
build models. The possible speed-up In actual testUig
offered superimposed savings.
The concept oi' using plastic submarine pressure
hull fiodels was suggested to the authors by soine work
at Davi ' Taylor Mo^'el Basin as witnessed by one of the
authors during the sumaer of 1950. TTMB has officially
reported the use of a cellulose acetate mo'lel In the
physical test of a cylindrical ':un foundation. Refer-
ence (,1). Several plastic submarine pressure hull raodela
have been prepared by DTMB, and inspected by the authors,
but have not been tested. A sample test of an unfinished
plastio nodal was aadt in Aufiust, 1950, at PT^fB with one
author asaistirgj It verified the opportunity for re-
duction In time, cost ano test pressures. This TTliB
test suggested another possible advarita^e of plastic
models - the possibility of testing a model to "failure"
(as evidenced by collapse lobe forma tlor.) , but wLth>ut
destruction of the "lodel. It was predicted t^.at plastic
models, particularly at the lower pressures, could be
unloaded without permanent damage and then re-used.






Froa cor^slderatlor; of the foregoing, the following
problem vas posed by the authors:
Can a plastic model of a subnarine
pressure hull be utilized to predict, in
•Ither a qualitative or a quantitative
serse, the oollapse depth of i steel proto-
type unier hydrostatic loading?
Implicit in the above probl*»«, or in any
attenpt at its solution, ar*- na'^erous other questions
including the folloving:
With commercially aTallable plastics
and average workaanship, can a plastic
model be expected to behave as an efficient
pressure vessel?
Will a plastic no-^el fail in mode
siailar to a steel aodel?
Can Instability or yield failures be
obtained, or vill the mechanics of con-
struction provide the sources of failure?

.6-
Vhat will be the effects on the
steel-plastic correlation -if thr- Inherent
variations in yield stross-iaociulus rctos
and general shapes of the stress-strain
curves?
Because of these variations in ^.aterlal
characteristics, vhat scale ftuctor ;RUSt be
employed between steel anf? plastic, an'i how
8h:.ll it be epoli A to such difference design
pararieters as shell thlcicness, fra^me stiffness,
etc.
Proposed Approach
The aethod of attack outlined belov was established,
(a) Survey Uie work done in f elti of steel subrr.arine
pressure hull lodels,
(b) Survey the prellninary work done In the field of
plastic submarine pressure hull -odels at TT^,
(c) Survey plastics; availability, physical charac-
teristics, stress-striiln b€havlor, <f:tc^
(fl) Manufacture and test in compression a series of




(e) Compare plastic colinan rata with accepted ex-
isting steel column data,
(f) Manufacture and assemble low-pressure steel test
tank, gages, piping, etc.
(g) Manufacture a scrl*>8 of plastic sutmarine pressure
hull TiO'lels, coveritig a rai ge of fraie spacin^^,
anrt conduct hydrostatic tests ^f thrse scale
models.
(h) Coapare pressure and aodes of failure for plastic
sutnarine models with available data from tests
of steel submarine models at PTMB,
Details of the act'.al approach to th** problem will
be found In the next section, »»?ROCEDJRE.»» For ad-







In brief, the procedure folloved in this thesis
^ay be outlined In the following manner:
(a) Choice of plastic - the study of possible
plastics, anc- the selection of an available,
workable plastic vith stress-strain and other
characteristics not too dissimilar to steel,
(b) Plastic colusin tests - the selection anr' test
of a series of co^iipression columns of the chosen
plastic, including preparation of stress-strain
data for selected rate of loading,
(c) Correlation of plastic and steel coluniis - co!ii-
parison of behavior of plastic columns with
widely documented steel coluian perfor^iarsce, in-
cluding correlation on selected non-dimensional




(ci) Design of plastic fubasi»ine models -
selection of the design parameters, and
the variables arc ranj^e of variables to
be studied.
(e) ManufactLire of plastic submarine mo-'^els -
including problems of forming shell and
fraa«t^ maintaining circularity, choice and
use of solvents, etc,
(f) Design and manufacture and test of the steel
test tank - including provision of gages,
control of water pressure and volume, etc,
(g) Plastic submarine rao'^el tests - with the
attendant problems of watertlghtn* ss, rate
of loading, observation jf failure lobes,
detection of incipient failure, etc.
(h) Correlation an^. evaluation of plastic sub-
x-aarine rao'lel test data - examination of
plastic submarine moftel tost results in view
of colaTin tr-st results and all available data;
correlation of plastic t^st ''.ata vlth ^xp- ri-




(i) Evaluation of thosls and conclusions.
Choice of Plastic
The choice of plastic finally centered upon methyl
aethacrylate for a number of practical reasoi-s, not the
least of which is its availability in readily usable
for.iis ?ind sizes. Other reasons which led to the choice
of a methyl ^ethacrylato (*^Lucite" anr! "Plexiglas" are
both trade names for .naterlals belonging to this category)
included tJ-iose listed hereafter. The raaterlal is readily
available in conimerclal sizes of good uniformity as to
size and tolerat;ce, and fair uniformity as to chemical
pomposition arid physical characteristics. Much experience
and knowledge regarding this -material h:«s been ioaassed
by the M.I.T. group under Professor A.G.H. Dietz, and
by DT!4B, Use of this material would periait direct com-
parison with column tests by Gdr, Miller in Aag^.ist, 1950,
and with projected submarine model tests by ^'TMB, Use
of t^iis ?iaterial would offer a rainimum of new 'mechanical"
problems in reg.ard to model construction^ choice of sol-
vent ce^ient, etc.
A primary disadvantage in the choice of methyl
aethacrylate lies in its gently rouncecj! stress-strain
curve without a distinct yield point. Arioth^r serious
disadvanta.-e is the fact that, whereas tb^ yield stress
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of this niaterial is about l/lO that of steel, the
initial modulus of elasticity is only about 1/100
that o*" steel.
For a rsore detailed (discussion of the choice
of the plastic, refer to Appendix "B".
Plastic Colu:iai Test^
In order to achi<»ve a startli g point for com-
parir.g plastic submarine models with steel sabaiarine
.'oodels unier conditions of hydrostatic (compressive)
loading. It was decided t: first conduct compression
tests upon a series of plastic colurrms and comp&r©
s !ch cola-an t'jst results with Euler's Coiunm Curves
and with existing published results of steel colusms.
Accordingly, the set of "Lucite** coluians specified
on Tables IX-XIV were tested in compression. The test
set-up was as detailed by Figure I. Goluitms were tested
* fixed-ended*^, load rates were a<ijusted for ready com-
parison with *'Pl9Xiglas" colu.Tin tests by B.T. Miller
at DTtih in August, 1950, ana snort specimens were em-
ployed to obtain a compression stress-strain curve for
*'Luclts'» - Figure XII.
For further details regarding "Lucite" columns,
rtfcr to Appendix "B".
.IIX 9
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Correlatlo: oT Pla^tio ^v6 Steel Colurans
In correlating the results of the plastic column
tests with steel colunm data, use vas made of the y&st
mass of da-^a regarding steel colusins that has been de-
veloped, docu^aented in the literature, arid accepted as
valid. It was not the purpose of tMs thesis to conduct
tests ^f steel colunins, ar.d no such tests were made.
For the purposes of this thesis, the steel column data
«aploy«?d was that presented by Shanley in Reference (2)«
The basis for correlating coTiparatlve steel arid
plastic column 'I'ata vas to reduce such data to appropriate
non-dimensional plots tj eliminate the effects of variations
In basic characteristics such as yield stress an^ modulus
of elasticity.
For pertinei.t details of the correlatior. of plastic
and steel colunn test data, refer to sections on
•RESULTS'' and »»DISCJSSION OF RESULTS."
Desi^. of Plastic Submar'no Models
The underlying concept for the design of the plastic
subtarine aodels was to cover by experii?iental tests as
large a port lor* of the significant A range as could be





As & check of the applicability of plastic Kiodels
to current submarine design, it vas further decided to
base one plastic aodel as closely as practicable upon
current submarine design practice, usir.g either
(\ -similarity, or geometric similarity, or both,
Fron ar, experimental poirt of view, the authors
felt the desirability of obtaining submarine test spots
in sufficient quantity to checic a;:ainst three portions
of the ?\ - y curve: the risii^g "instability" portion
of the CJrve at the higher f^ values; the "yield"
portion of the curve at lov values ;f rN wj-,ere V
approxinates unity; and, the transition ran^ e between
the first and second areas.
The design, number and choice of dimensions for
the subairrine models actually tested is a compromise.
The number of models was 11.^1 tec' by cost, and the basis
for other decisions is detailed in the APPEr^DIX. The
model specifications were as detailed by Figures II-V;
the mod«l sca2;tlings as actually built, where different,
are detailed on Figures XVII-XXII. Four (4) Tnoriels
were built and tested; each was a noratnal 9" inside
diameter by 1/16" shell thickness. All shells were
fitted with a longltudliial seam fitted wltJi external





SPECIFICATION ^SME.ET'^ MootU N2 SO
MATCRIrtL. : METHYL. MCTHrt C^YUflTE
SHELL. THICKNESS *. 0.060 "
Kev DIMEmSION: 0.5Z" BeTW£EM FR/c^t^tS





iaPEClFlC^qTION aHEET - MOOE1_ NS SI
HftTCRlAU
: Me-THYL METHAeeVLATE
Fr/»mes 5 *- •'/Ife" X &//6,"
Smcll Thick:ncss: 0.060 "
ICEY Mf^ENSlON: 0.93" Between Pk/shes





SPECIFICATION Sheet - Model N2 52
Material. Methyl. Meth^crylate
FR>\MES ' s ~ Vlfe" K S/ic"
Sh«l.l. thickness • O.O60"
K-EY DlMEN&IOM : I.BS" fcETWetM Fft^MCS





f itte*^ snug on th^ Inside, and made vith one butt.
Shells, sea:?i straps, and franies vere per.Tiaiiently
•velded" bj use of ethylene dichloride solvent.
Model lio, 52 raalntains close geometric slniilarlty
with recent submarine practiOQ, but the use of '•Lucite**
results In a 2. velue of 2,7B5 for Model Ko» 52 which
Is auch higher than the A for the steel prototype.
Model Ko, 5*- has the highest /^ value of the quartet
tested, A. 04; this value was as large as was felt
practicable. Model Ko, 50 carries the siinimum 2 value
of 1,7?' 5 the distance between frames is reduced in this
aodel to 0,5'",
Accor'?inr!ly, the X ranfr:e covered by the four
Models tested is /I = 1,73 to ^ = ^.O-fi; this range
is displaced In the direction of higher values of X
from tiie range which the autliors would have liked to test.
All plastic submarine models were designed for use
with one-piece *Lucite*' end fliaphragme which were to
project into the shell for g/S** and have a 1/?" x 9-l/>^*^
integral end flange. The end diaphragras as built and
used are shown in Figure VI,
Manufacture of Plastic Submarine Ho^iels
Four (/») "Luclte" submarine pressure hiill sections
were nanufactured by Forest Products, Inc», Carabridi-e,
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Mass. The nodels were in accordaisce with SpeclficatioR
Sheets, Figures II-V, except as detailed on Figures XVIX-
x:<II which show the diaiaeters as built and the extra
fra-ncs installed to suit the end diaphragrus. The end
diaphragas were built and us©d as detailed on Figure VI
j
note that, in order to save fim-^s, one p^ir of and
diaphragms was jsed on all -lor'els.
The model shells were formed from flat sheets which
were heated, wrapped around a wooden mandrel, cooled,
cut to size, aiid ce.-neritec. The fr^^'nes were hot fori:ried
in a wooden Jig to the size of the finished shell, and
triiamed for & press fit. All frames were adjusted to
size, positioned, an^' cemented in place by the authors.
Photograph lio, 7 shows an exploded vi'w of Model
Ko. 5? as constructed prior to attachment to en6 dia-
phragms.
Appendix **B*^ contains further d*^talls concemlnf
manufacture of the models, solvert, etc.
Design^ Manufacture and Test of Steel Test Tank
The design of the testing tank and its attendant
pipin^^, vent, and valve arran*4emer.t can be readily
understood from Fij^ures VI I and VIII, and Photograph
Ko« 1, Vith the household main as the designed source





Teet eet-up Phowlnp tank used for
rubm^rlne irof^el tertc, Includlnr
plplnp-, pump, reclrculptlnp' line
and connection to the wpter tap.

riGURC 3ZII
HYDROSTATIC TEST T#INK -^ /IS BVIUT
16 ~ V*» li" HEX. Ho. Boi.T«
42-' ^"* Iz Hex. Hd. B»ct«


























Model 53 before test showlnp end bul1»:he??d8
before iriEtallation In model, end ifiodel
frames Including two extra frames used to
help support end b- "**head8 In shear.
Model 53 after test showing dial gage




to b« nominal* The tank vas made by the Boston Sair4I
Shipyard to a rough sketch furnished by the authors.
The Shipyard also furnished aiid callbrateri the
pressure gages used, and tested the assernbled tank
to 100 pouncts p€r square inch $rage.
Plastic Submarine Model Tests
The biisic test set-up for hydrostatic test of
plastic subnarlne models can be folloved from
Fij^uros VII and VIII and Photograph No, 1. The initial
step in the tost of a model w&.s to insert the end
diaphragms into the reinforced shell; then mount the
assembled model, co^iplete vith ends, upside down on
the lover face of the upper ste^l flange of the tf.st
taiilic. The tank was next partially filled with water,
the upper test tank flange together with aiodel put
in place, the tank filled with the vent open, and the
upper tank flange securely bolted on (with the vent
itill open). The pressure control v&lve coul-' then
be opened wide, the guard valve cracked open, the
supply valve opened, and tiie vent closed ready for
test. Pressure on the nod el vas cor trolled by gradual
throttling of the pressure control valve.
During th-' tests of Models Kos, 50 and 52, two
{2) diametrically mounted dial images W"'^'^ -nounted as
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ihown by Photograph I5o. 3 and by Figures VIII and IX.
The normal test procedure wag to build up the pressure
at the rate of 2 pounds per Sf4uare Inch per i^nute,
making continuous recordings of dial gage readings
vher« counted, and aaking continual examination of the
aodel visually and by exploratory touch. 1:^ the event
of minor lGaka;::!:e, a syphon tube vas rigged, and the test
continued without Interruption. In t^ie eTent of serious
leakage, inexplicable cracking noises, etc., the pressure
was dropped for careful examination of the Tnodel, in-
cluding removal from the tank when appropriate.
Correlation and Evaluation of Pla stic Submarine
Mo-jcl T^:st rata
The underlying; basis chosen far atte^ptln.^ to
correlate the plastic sub'tiarine oodel tests and ex-
perimental iata from steel model t^sts is that of a
non-dimensional plot such as the 9^-/1 plot of
Figure XXXI.
Kg steel submarine mo-' el tests wv^re conternplated
under ttils thes'. s, and none were perfomei. In com-
parison with the case of steel columns, fewer steel
submarine niodels have been tested, and - of those
t^'sted - not all test results are available in un-
classified reports. The test spots shown on Figure XXXI
represent the raajor portion of the results of scientific
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steel subraarine ffiodel tests to this date, and are
considered to be the best available Siiausary of
steel lodel test data.
The najor problera f correlation and evaluation,
therefore, vas to reduce the plastic submarine nod el
data to a disensionless form comparable to the steel
data of Figure XXXI, In reduein.i', and intorpreting
this data, the previous colusm iata was drav-n upon.
For further r^etalls concemir.g the correlation
and evaluation of data, refer to "DISCCSSIOK OF
RESULTS."
Evaluation of Thesis and Conclualona
The evaluation of the rr^sults of the thesis,
•nd the cor.cluslons, are justified by the "RESULTS"
and are developed In the "DISCUSSIOK OF RESULTS."






All data presented In thi« section were obtained
fr )m tests eonducted by the aiithors with the exception
of the data on "Plexiglas*' coiujuxis* The tests of
*Plexiglas^ cola'itns record ec? here vere conducted by
R.T. Miller diiring the s^Jiamer of 1950 while st the
David Taylor Model Basin. The data includes the re-
sults of over 22 column tests (lO by R.T. Miller) wad
Ji submarine model tests.
Figure X shows a co'iiparlson of the stresH-striitn
curves of the various plastics tested in order to de-
termine their relative aerits for raodel tests*
Figures 7S and XII Uve values of the tangent
modulus and the reduced raodulus for "Lucite,** and the
stress-strain curve upon which these values were based*
Figures XIII aiid XIV give i;! nilar data for *«Plexigla«.*
Figure XV shows th*3 buckling stresses for the
"Lucite columns plotted against tht length to gyradius
ratio of the colaiins. Superimposed upon the test data
and the curve of experimental data are two curves show-
ing the buckling stress as calculated by Euler's column
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Section V, ^LIECDSSIDK QT RFSULTS.*' Firare XVI Is a
sL'iillar plot of tne results of the "riexigias" column
tests*
All data used to develop the plots shown In the
Figures discussed above are tabulated in Appendix ''C".
Figures XVII-XXIII, and Tables I-V give the re-
sults of the tests of four "Luclte* models of sub-
marine pressure hulls. For each laodel tested thsre
has been included a photograph of the model before
and after test, a tabulation of the test data taken,
and sketches showing details of the lociition, size,
and shape of the failure. The sketches and tables
are essentially self-explanatory.
The phenomenon of crazing which is detailed in
FllTure y.lX, appeared as a flsze of small scratches which
were particularly noticeable when the model was held in
certain positions under strong lighting. The crazing
which was very apparent along t}v'> fraiie line immediately
after the test, as shown In Figure XIX, completely dis-
appeared after the model stood idle tor several days.
This phenomenon is discussed laore fully in later sections
of this thesis.
Test A of Model No, 5? vas stopped due to excessive
leakage from butt strap. When the model was removed from
92 91.1
2^ n
r, r ': ii % f.
FiduRk
-!JP^£XiqiL/t8 _CoL




































Model N2 50- DETAIL of Failure.
Partial Cxpansion Showinq Location of Failure
Dimensions of Model fls Built And Tested '-
0.52" Between Frames
flvER«<%E Shell Thick mess - o. 0625*'
Inside Diameter - 9.05"
• " « ,Top - 3.02L"
* •* « ,BoTTOK-9.0s''
\ N ~^ s\
-T- w .\ • -vXV^N.Vv
Sc«i.t : Ful.*. Size

Table No IT
Tts+ otLukc.+c Su,b»^a*'i«c Faciei No. SO
Tea-*-^ Bv E F. Du».fcc anJ V. O. JoWnson
Diame-Vcr - *^ o"
TV\i(.)t*\eis ~ Viw i»»cK
EaW o-f Loa^ina
-2,03iimi*i
Tcmb o?^ WaVcf -60*F C 8o-»h Tm^.')
Tc5+ A "51 Mai". MSI T«s4 D 7> Ap^ HSI
rtyi»-«. ?»-ess. Ocft. Rca<|;..<^ Ac^nal Ded. HY<i»« PfcM. Dc«t. R*aJ;i^ AcWal Oe«l
3 f>5i l/?/*'.4 . lli-^o" 3 p.; 3/l/-H.«»5 .31 115 "
s \(xhi.-r
. IX s7o" 5 3l,l*l.HS .3t2«^i
7 1/ a/*» T4. .(1 174" 7 3/i/4 3.0» .31 301
lO 1/ Z/ + X.10 .ixxso' s 3/1/43. 4C .>i34fc
(4 l/ 3/-4 8S .i*5l T* ii 5// 1 + 4.34. .3I43C
If l/ 3/-fr0.5C .13 OSC 13 3/i/-4.4l .3153'^
ZO.S 1/4/ -4.13 . 13587 15 3/1/-3.73 .314X7
13 1/4/ +0.5T . l4oS7 16 5I IJ-IU .31734
25 1/4/ +4.30 .I4430 20 3/r/-i.5r .3I84«»
17 i/5/-;{.4/ .14 76«« XX 3/1/ -0.77 .3n33
3o 1 lsl^3.5C .15 356 114 3/Z/+0.05 ;3100S
33 |/fc/-0.40 . I5SCO 2C 3/;t/+\.o8 .3>.iod
35 l/<i/-H.4fc .lfcl4C la :5/2/*l.'JA .3H«»A
37 \lcl*l.ol . (6ZO< 30 3/ 2 /i 2.80 .^]IZ80
40 i/fc/*2.2a . iczaa ^^ 3/2 )i 3.8^ .3138?
4« 1^6/ W.63 .\WZC3 34 3/:k/-»4.47 .3a'*C7
44- 1/6/ iZ.tW JCZCC 3c 3/a(-4.47 32553
46 »/(i/4JtT .ICZC7 3fi 3/Z/-3.6O .32t40
AS l/C('-» i.«2 .U28X 40 3/?/-S.50 .5^750
5o ,/<;;^*-8< JCX8X AZ 3/A/-I-38 .?a872
5? v(«./43..7 .iC3U 44 3/3/+O.40 .33040
A-» 5 2 psi , e:vc<-nitfe ttf«te•^c •.+ Uffo. 4& :3/3/+2.oo .33300
S<3«n S-^-o^fci Tea-t- 4U •5/3/42.45 .33243
46 :5/3/4 4.0l .3340I
50 3/3/-^4.80 .33 480
52 3/3/ -4. 16 .335«
54- 3/ 3/-. *?.«»? ,33412
S6 3/3/i4.4i .33*4J.
S& Fa i 1 1* re 4
Sec FoUowi'nc. Pol <^< fA
Tffs4a "6" Ahi "C" Were Tef»*i ;.»aAoJ By ErccSJi'vt Ledfcaae Fhom
Sea»n o«^ Et%«i Bu-HcHcad . A+ Bt^i OF Tf5+ "A" , Ex am ina+ion
SkowcJ L.^ On ^ni Bi«llcWca<i S^ca^t^ O-f-f Eh<^ BuLllcheai



















































Model N« 5\'wDet/iil of ClWZiNCi
CR/^ZINQ ALON4 FR^CTURe 15 ON INNER
(tension) Side of Shcui..
Cr^zikiq on EoaE OP Fr/^me Sketched
As OBSERVED IMMEDI/^TEUY ON FiNISH
OF TEST -- This CRflZiNq OlS^PPE^qREO
Prior To Definite loc/'tion fls To
Side of Shell..






Lwcl+e 5ubm«t«ine Model f^io 51
T<s+ By E. F. Dui--fcc. Jf. dhJ V. O Johnson
30 Mat-. \^H
Loa<l AppliccJ a4 Ra4e o-f tfti. ymin Myifo
s-Va+ic PfesdUfC
A+ 3C p*i., Leek a4 Bo-Hom 6*»++ S+»-ap




































MoocL N£ SZ-- Detail of Failure
?ARl\aL Elxp/iNSioN SHowiNq Location of Failure
Also Shown-. Location of 2 Extra Vie * Vii' Frames
CEMCNTeP To SH€LL T« SvPPoRT Em» DlAPHRA<iM&.
ClHEKWONS OF M0»CL flS BuiWT AMD TCSTCD •-
FRAMiN^i - ^Ae" * Vie"
1.35" BexWEEN Frames
^veRA(«6 6Heu. Thickness - o.062S"
•• iNSloe DlAMeT6R-8.96"






ScMuc I I" -2

FtQUREL XXI
Model Ns 52 '^^ detail of Fracture
ETkp^nsion of Fr^ctorc lb
Actual Size And Shape








Bciuieeh Ffam<s - 7.84"
DiJ»Tie + c»- - ^.o"
Thickhejs - '/ifc inch
Ra+« o< Loadi»^<* - I
. o4 Wa+e»- -- Co.S *F
H^Afo. PfCSS. Oc<l R«;ft.i;.M,*l 0^*1 Re.iin^'l De«l. Ga^c'l D<<«. Ca,c*«
p.51 1/3/ + 0.50 -3.5 .13 OSO " II- .0035
tU i/x/-l.?<. + «,5 .U«r4 * ooes
H »/*/-3.bs 4 II. A . (S Cil5 f . M 5
3^U |/i/*3.5» - 14.5 . M33J + .015 s
5 j/l/-»5.3l - 13.? . 11331 .0 i&a




& iji /*3.Tl -n.« . Il3r4 .OI0<(
c.'4 |/x/+4.l» -II. T . iZ4l6 .OI84
7 l/»/-4.80 -11.5 .I2S20 .OI8S
TVi t/«./-4.00 -/».4 . UCOO oiac
8 l/x/-3.IO -11. 1 .iZfrSO .oiaq
6^ |/l/-l.$o - u.o . 1 2 750 .o»9o
S l/if-lZO - 10.5 .U880 .0I«15
^\ Xltl'Q.AO -10.5 .U<)60 .0 1 ^s
10 l/i/-».o.«c -10.3 •I3086 .oiq7
»o'/^ \lzl *i.\o -i *i .(32/0 .ozoo
II l/l/ + 3.0ft -^ 8 .I330fi .020X
II '/a l/»/*5 0^ -•1 T .I330«\ .0x03
K l/lZ+^-lik -«} 7 .I34q^ .0 2 03
12'/^ i/3/-i.ao
-S,3 .138^0 .0x07
13 ijij-n. 00 -*1.0 .14 400 .a2 10
13
'/;j ,/4/-3.«»o -S.o .r4«oc .0210
14 I/5/-S.00 -8.1 . 15500 .0211
l4'/» j/5/^4.04 -8.S .15404 .02l(
15 2/4/ + 2.eo -8.1 .Z4 2«0 .021a
IS 'A xl(,l<i.s<i -s.c .2U450 .0244
It \c xfil- 1.00 -4.S .27900 .0265
Columns 3 ah<i 5 . an«^
6 Sqc Rcckdi>^a« ana
I anJ 4 Above. Give Tbe D,a|
Ac4ua|
Dei lcc-Vion» '^** Iwckci Re j»cc4 i"cl'


















































MODCL NS S3'-0CT/«IV- OF RfllLURE
RlRTIrtL EXP/INSION ShoWINQ LOCUTION OF FAILURE,
And Shape, op Critic/^i. LoeE fiuoWN Into Cylinder.
Also Shown : Location of Z Extra Vis" * %** Frames
CEMENTED To 2HEUi. 1b SvlFPoRT Cno DiAPHRA^MS,
DlMEKSJOHS OF rtoOEL AS BOIUT AMD TCSTCO i
2.84** bETNEEH Frames
/Ivef^A^E Smccl Tmic»cmc«s -O.0625*








MooeL N2 53 '^ DET/^iL of CRITICAL Lobe.
EXP/INSION OF FR/ICJORE. LoBt To
Actual Size And 5h/)PE




Li4ci+c Sub^na»-<nc Model Nip. 5<
Tcs4 By E. F. Duf<^ce Jk aKJ V- D Johnso*
30 Mat-, nsi
ThickneAS - /ifc ihch Tern*, o^ Wa+c*. - Co.O'P
s4a4'-tc Preaauv-e. — A4 (2 'A pal
,
crackioo hot»c
biK^ d\*-a|>. 5ec o+Utr' p3<t«^ "f*** Jc + *-. Is
Loa<l A^pliffi a4 R.a4e »« it fsi/mm Ww^^»-e -
dW-Vic ?trr»»ure
A4- IS pji , \/.-«Ic»n4 C«-aclc\ir.. Noise
A+ 25'/xf5«; » " «
Vcaka^e Oc<«A»-».ci \«\ +CS-V- "A".
A+ 3oV*^3i, V,o\c«+ Cackl.K^ No(»c , Leakage
d.-\ Upp<»- Er-i
A4 31 p5i
, Lealcac^c a4 Ufpev- Eni Re^ucc^
A-V 3Tp;»i, Fai\ui»C
, 5re o + Wri- p3<)'^ "f**- ie-Va'.U
sUo^cJ HUa4 Eni Pic«.«s «JC»-v ^M.»V%c.d
^
. yn<i^«i. Wcdo;nQ dc+ioh of 4ape»- o-f EhJ
iLca dis+Of4ed ihell. Ft-dmc «<^\actM-V "Wj
CM«i ^leccJ br«kc>« looae -Svom sheU. 1+ i-s
bel.cvcc) *l^a4 •Viis catA»ci lcal:a<»c ani no.*e.
a4 30/1, psi atf ho+d above. WcJ«^;n«| ae-Vion
•cJuee,! Ieaka<^e a+ 31 pai.

•?1-
test tank, visual or&CK:s were apparent in the butt strap.
Liberal application of ethylene dichloride to the cracks
stopped the leaks.
For both steel and plastics, ir all calculat ons
vhere /< occurs, the value 0»2iO has been used vliere
stresses are below the plastic flow rang® and th«
value 0,5 vhoro stresses are above the plastic rar;ge»
These valuT;s are oonststerit with t^ie available data*
Much less work has been done to verify these values
for plastics than for steels, but a value of 0.^0 to






As explained in Section IXI on Procedure, the
Investigation of the use of pInstlQ madels to study
the behavior of steel subai^rlne py#igure hulls v&g
conducted in two laajor steps. First, the performar.ce
of plastic columns was studied, and then the per-
formance of the raore co;apllcated plastic suMarln©
pressure hull niodels was investigated. This approach
proved to be practical and profitable. The columri is
the Einplest atructure that exhibits axi instability
failure. The critical stress causing ^^ Instability
failure of a colusui, whether determined by theoretical
formulas or actual test, varies with the sturdiness of
the column in auch the same aBnnv3r as does the collapse
pressure of a sutearine hull vary with its sturdiness.*
Plastic column models are very inexpensive conipared with
plastic subfiariiie 'nodels and are easily tested. Our
study f the perforraance of plastic columns was there-
fore 110 1 liraited by cost, ar;'-; it was possible in the
time available to rim as many column tests as appeared
Footnote: This si;nil&rity between colurins and
subniarine Jiulls is discrssod at gre-.iter
length on paf:;e 6 of Referei.ce (/J.
'.- fr r r> (
iiiVi
necessary to adequately cover the full ran^e of coli:iinn
diaensians required for this study.
From these results, general conclusions could be
made on the practicability of using plastic models to
predict the performance of steel prototypes. Because
of the cost of the plastic submarine pressure hull models,
the number of niorlels tested was limited to four. Vhlle
the dimensions of thes« models were selected to give as
wide a range of sturdiness factor as possible, th®
number was rather limited. The conclusions obtained
from the coluian tests proved valuable in interpreting
the sutenarine model tests.
Exainlnatlon of the stress-strain curves in Section IV
and Figure XXIV shows that there is very little similarity
between the stress-strain curves for steel and for plastics,
The yield point for plastics is not definitely defined by
the character of the stress-strain curve. For the pur-
pose of this thesis the yield point has arbitrarily been
defined as the point of 0*7% permanent set. The yield
point stress of the plastic 'Lucite" using this de-
finition is approximately 1/5 the yield point stress of
medium carbor. steel. The modulus of elasticity (i:) for
"Lucite'* is approximately 1/100 of the modulus of
elasticity (; ) for mediun carbon steel. The shape of
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the stress-strain ourvQi mr« not thci sane since the
steel curve has a well defirf«f^ shoulder followed by
a zero slope of the curve, wniie the plastic curves
round over gently, and in isany cases h&ve no point
of zero slope. In adil*tlor: to all the above variations
between plafstic an- steel stress-strain curves, the
stress-strain curve of ; given plastic will vury with
rate of loading, humidity, te?nperature an other
factors. Pefer to Figures XXXIV and XXXV and to
additional 'discussion in the Appendix.
When constructinp- a mo'-el to predict the per-
formance of a prototype where such marked differences
exist between t>ie physical properties of the materials
used for the prototype and the model, the question
arises as to whethf^r the niodel and the prototype should
be ceometri^ally si-nilar or be similar based on 8om«
non-diraensional basis. The dm^ventlonal non-dimensional
parameters for subnarlne r.odel work are r^ « tt-t^k—z^^ »
and X - L\iLmlt . JJL12, A si-nllar set of
non-dimensional parameters for columns would be
similarity existing between lO'.-^el and prototype will
have a aarked effect upon the accuracy of the results,








or prototypes which can bs model tested due to physical
liraltatlons of the models.
It fsay be noted again here tl-iat while the plastic
materials used in these tests are called by their
respective trade naraes of **Plexiglas" ana *'Lucite"^
both are cast Methyl 'I^thacrylate resin an are con-
sidered as identical for the listing of physical pro-
perties in Heferer.ce (6),
Coluan Test Results
Figures XV and XVI and Table VI corapare tFie re-
sults of tests by R.T, Miller and by the authors on
"Plexiglas** and "Lucite" cola^nns with the critical
buckling stress predicted by Euler's column for'Tiula,
^crlt " TF/fW The range if colu^ans varied in
sturdlness from Mo^el which crushed and did not
buckle to Mof'el 21 which had as large an ^/fi value
as appeared possibl'^ to secure in a plastic coluinn
and still have the column initially straight within
the limits required for accurate test results.
The correct value to be used for E» In the Eul«r
column formula has teen the subject af auch learned
discussion since the formula was first suggested in
1757, All authorities seen to agree on using the
value of E' a E, the initial slope of the stress-strain
(••0
Tab(c No. jn
Ac4-ual Vs. P^-cd.c+cd Buclci;«o S + w-caa
fay Plexici,\«v3 AhJ Lwc.-l'e. CoJiAmns (^odtls
^ITrt;+. = 6uclcl;>-iQ S-Uc53 F»«<i»n Colwrnn Tej+4
Ani Eft
(y^^trEV)"-
MoJel 7p oz,:4- ov OV
» 20 lO .AOO fJi' «i, sto fii 10, SSOpsi
% 30 8 CJo 8, 030 S, OOO
J 4o T loo C,4&0 T, ioo
4 SO SB oo 5, OSO 5, -500
5 60 4 Z.70 3, SOD 3,«^ TS
6. TO 5Txo 3000 3, OOO
T ao ZTIO 2^80 21. IBO
a «»o 2 ZOO tdoo I80O
R too »74S I4-60 I4UO
16 27 6 a^o lO, ooo II, OOO
IT 3C.3 a^^^o 7530 8, ooo
(6 46 S 300 5t.oO 3,6 OO
11 55.1 3 S&O i^OO 3 S oo
Zo 64.
a
» 2SO 2 8 30 2a 30
11 I04. I 84.S I 1 00 \ ( oo









ourve, for stresses below the proportional limit.
Tiraoshenito in Reference (IS) suggests that the so-
called reduced modulus value developed by Von Karmn
be used for E' vhen stresses are above the pro-
portloiial ILTiit, By deflnitiors tho reduced modulus
Is Ep = - ^-ii.-I , Shanley in Referer:ces 7
and * S suggests that tiie
critical stress obtained using FJ » S«, as suggested
by F, Engesser, Is actually correct for predicting
the load at which buckling of a perfect colurin will
begin, and that the reduced modulus gives the upper
limit for load as the beiidlng iricreases. Practical
tests seem to bear out this conclusion, test results
gorerally following Kuler's fortnula below th<i pro-
portional liniit and lying in the area bounded by the
Euler formulas using R.ji and Eg in the region above the
proportior al li'Jiit.
Figures XV and XVI shov the actual buckling stress
as determined by test, and the predicted buckling stress
(18 deteriained by Euler* s forniula using both E;^ and B^
where different. The Ej^ and E«, values for *»?lexlglas»»
and "Lucite" were obtained graphically from Figures XII
and XIV and are plotted In Figures XI and XIII.
Study of Figure XVI si-iowi that the colunm tests







values for critical buckling atressjes which closely
follow the shape of the Fuler curves, hut that the
critical stress values are. In general, higher than
those predlctoc by the Euler formula by about 15^.
In these tests the critical buckling force was cor.-
sldered to be that force which produced a vlsu&l de-
formatlon^ Detei^iriatior; of such a point depended
on the Judgment of, <ir.d careful observation by, the
person coDductlng the test; in most cases this aethod
did not permit deter^iinatlon of the ©3cact monient of
initial buckling covered by the Euler ti:<»ory.
In tiie series of tests run by the authors,
rtftdlngs were taken of the lateral deflection of the
midpoint of the colmnn as the load was applied. The
details of the arrangement of the dial gages used to
record the deflections are described in Section III
and Appendix ''B*', These dial j!?agc readings were
plotted against the load and buckling was defined as
the point at which there ceased to be a ssall Increase
in latercil deflection with increasing load and instead
there was a lar'e non-ltnjsar variation in lateral de-
flection with increasing force. See Figures X7V-XXVII
for these plots. Plotting tiie lateral deflections










accuracy of the entire test. A r6li&bl« test should
thov a plot similar to that for Kodel !Jo, 22., Figure XX?.
The well defined bucltiing point Indicates that tlie ends
of the fixed-ended eoluian were parallel within very
close tolerances and thut the faces of the testing rmchlne
were similarly parallel. In contrast, a plot of the type
shovn for Model 16, Figure XXVI, Indicates that the columri
Is bending In the initial phases of loading and that the
coluinn must either be bent when unloaded, have non-
parallel faces, or tht the faces of the testing machine
are not parallel. In any case, such a plot shows that
the results of the test are not very reliable.
A study of Figure XV shows that the column tf^sts
conducted by the authors usin*^ "Luclte" give results
^ich again follow the general shape of the Fulor formulas.
In this 5r>t of t' sts, however, there appears to be a wider
scatter of the points than in the '*Plexiglas'* set but the
mean of the t^st results closely agrees with the values
predicted by roller* This closer general at^ree;nent with
the Sulcr formula Is believed to be due to the method
of detertnlnlng buckling (discussed above) which more
accurately spots the point of Initial buckling than is
possible by visual observation. The wider scatter of






th« Bethod of aanufacture of the colutanE. In :'^anu-
facturirg both the ^Plexlglas** sm^ th© **I«ucite*» coluiTins,
extreme care vas exercised to obtain end surfaces that
vere parallel vj.thii; cilose tolerances in order to ob-
tain a test vlth end fixity slaillar to th.^t assumed
in the theoretical derlvatiors of the coliMn for^aulas,
HowevnT, in the case of the •Plexlglas" colunms this
was accomplished by fnilling the er?ds, vhile in the
case of the "Lucite*' colunms Use ends were saved and
then finished on a sanding nischlne. It vould appear
from the resiilts thet the milling of the ends produces
a more unifora degree of parallelism and Is; the better
method of the two.
The tests results in general are considered good^
conparir.^ rather closely vith the Euler fomulas and
with the work; of other ir^vestigators In the coluron
field.
Fixed-ended colurans were used In tiie t^jsts be-
cause it is believed that with relatively simple testing
equipment it io possible to nore closely approxi'nate
the condition for perfect . fixed-end columns than for
perfect pin-ended columns. However, perfectly parallel
ends on the coluntn TiOdcls cannot be obtained, nor are
testing machine faces perfectly parallel, and the do-
fs.i.t
—£0-»
gr«e of non-parallelisni undoubtedly varies fr^xi model
to model and test to test, Vhere extremely accurate
results have been ceslred by other Investigators, pin-
ended colamrss using complicated roller bearing supports
have been used* The use of such equlp^sent would give
slightly more accurate an-^ consistent results tiian
thos« herein obtained. The method used, however, :a8
sufficiently accuratti for the desired purpose, and not
unduly tim^ and money co: suming*
From the above analysis ve can conclu<^e that plastic
column models give accurate and consistent test results
when compared to theoretical predictions. The next
question is whether or not plastic colaiin aodols '^&n be
used to predict the failure of steel column prototypes.
The answer appears to be "yes, In some cases, but not
all", as explained below.
First consider the possibility of using plastic
column models geometrically similar to the steel pro-
totypes. By Kuler's equation, fri«4 4. - —1^-^—«, v©u crit (^ y, ).-
would expect the plastic inodel to failure at a
(P ,^- I.-fi*aSji£ times the critical stress for
^crit E steel
the steel. Hence, a "Plexiglas" column would fail at
approximately 1/100 the stress of a diraensionally








cally. The critical stress for a colunm of a given ^/a
ear; be obtained by taking the ordinate or the (Jurv© for
the JI//0 value and multlplyin,<i the value of the ordinstQ
by tiie applicable £•
III Figu^^e X:<VIII, data fTo% both steel mh' plastic
column tests are shown. The steel data are fro^ K«-
ference (2) while the "Plexlglac** an'^ "Lucite** ^^ata are
fro-n this thesis. The steel curve is veil defined by
many points, Sl?ice plastic column raodels with an /Ao
of greater than 50 could not be manufacturer' without
some initial curvature, no tests were run at //^ values
greater than 5^. Eovever, the fev experimental points
shown for plastics lie along the line of the Euler
for;aula using E eQu&l to the initial modulus of elasticity*
AlthoUf?,h there Is no experimental data for plastic column
mooels at ^//> greater than 5', such points if available
would be expected to fall along thy Euler colui/ui forniula
line as the critical stress In all such cases would bo
far below the yield stress of plastic.
Referring again to Figure XXVril we see tliat for
columns with a aAo vtilue of i-reater than 90, the
curve of data for plastic columns and steel oolumns
coincides. Therefore, in this rej^ion dimenE tonally










Stresses proportional to their r^^spectlve moduli of
elasticity arid, hence, a plastic .xiodel t>:eoretlcally
can be used to predict the fullure of a steel prototype*
The above Is r.ot true for values of ^/jO lygs than
90, Figure XXVIII shows graphically that the curves
no longer colncltie and that the error of using the
plastic curve ii;8t©a1 of the steel runs from 0^ at
aAo ^ 90 to approximately 1000^ at //^ = "S. This
Is because of the differ^^nce in the ratio of --^ for
plastics and for steel. At ll//> - 90 the steel columns
reach a stress equal ti tiie proportional llait and begin
to enter the range where failure is determined by the
reduced values of Eij. an-' ?.j^ which are fractions of the
E value; hence the curve falls below the Kuler curve
for constant E. Eowevcr, at this point of >»/> = 90,
the plastic colusjn is stressed to but 1/12 of Ita pro-
portional limit. In fact, it will not reach the pro-
portional lirait until the ^/jo equals approxiaately ?2
and at this point the ordinate will be 1B9 for the
plastic coluain compared to a value of 17,2 for the
steel column. Therefore, if a plsstic model were
used to predict the failure of a steel coluian with
an a//> value of 7^ it would predict a failure at
(Tcrit " ^^^ ^ '^^'^^ ^ ^^ ^ ^^^ * 567,000 psi, while










the steel coliLim data predicts a failure at
(P . . « 17.2 3r 10-^^ X £0 X 10^ = 51,600 psi.
Study of Figure XXVIII siiovs that ai^y esiplrical
correlation between the tvo curves is doubtful ^>\i^
to the fact that the tvo curves are '•?ntirely different
in shape an-i have no functional rel^tioiAShip.
,
Frora the above discussion it Is concluded that
theoretically dimens lonaily siraiiar plastic coluisn
models vlll predict the critical buckling stress of
steel column prototypes vhen the steel columns are
not stressed beyonc the proportional limit. Actually
it is extro-aely ^.iffioult, in fact nearly impossible,
to construct plastic column morsels vlthin tliis range
of higl-i h fp values th&t do not have so.hg initial
curvature. Therefore, for practical purposes the use
of dimensionally similar plastic .Tiodels to predict the
buckljng stress of steel prototypes Is not feasible
for ariy range of column dimensions.
In Figure XXXX tlie results of steel, '»Lucite»'
vs,^ "Plexiglas" columns are plotted on the basis of
the two d lraen slonless coefficients, (f^^^ *./ (Tyieid
and J»A y-'^^t vhich take into account the physical
properties of the specimen. This means that tl:e plastic
column model and its s teel prototype would both have
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cf more than 3.25 the curves for ''Luclte'* column <1ata
and for steel coltuan deta practically coincl^ie. The
curve for "Plexlglas** data Is sll^tly higher for
reasons already discussed. This means that in this
region plastic ^nocel columns c&n predict accurately
the buckling stress of steel coluiiu. niof-els. Further-
more, there is no practical difficulty as the plastic
columns are auch shorter t^ttir. steel columns which are
non-dimensionall;' similar rtue to the difference In the
ratio of (Ty/E for th^ tvo materials. The column
tests r n by tee authors are equivalent to steel
columns with an ^/P rjitl© of as hi^h as ?40«
To the left of -^- iZ-r* ^ :i'.25> the plastic data
curves again sepsratft froia the steel 'ata curvec, and
again correlation of the tvo curves does not appear
feasible. Therefore, it Is believed that by using non-
dimen-^onal slTiilarlty between plastic column models
and ?»teel prototypes, t^.e buckling stress of the stc«=?i
columns can be accurately predicted by the plastic
models if the correspond Irg steel prototype is not
stressed beyond the proportional limit. If the steel
prototype is stressed beyond the proportional limit,
accurate predications cannot be made by using plastic











Submarine Hpttel Test Results
As noted in the Introduction, there has been irery
llttl© woric done In the flal<3 of testing plastic !iiod©ls
for str^ictural strength* The tests conducted by th©
authors on plastic eubstarine pressure hull models,
therefore, involved not only th© actual conducting and
analyzing of ttia tests but, in adAltlon, the u«e of
techniques of raanufacture which vere of an ujriproven
and exporlmerital nature*
An examination of the mod© of failure of each of
the f'jur laodels tested shows tiiat three of the raoaels
failed in a manner -t^ich Indicates that the results
of these tests should furnish reliable data* Models
Sos. 51, 5?, and 5^ appear to have had lobe type fiillurej
vhich were rot materially influence^! by the butt strap
on the models nor by the mid bulldieads of the models.
Model 50 appears to have failed prematur«?ly due to a
local failure near an end bulkhead.
Figure XVII shows the nature of the failure of
Model Ko* 50. The failure Is confined to I33e area
between the last frarae of the model and the ^r.d bulk-
head. From Figure XVII It can be seen that there is
very little space between the frame and the portion
of the bilkhead which overlaps the shell. This cl stance




a lobe type of failure in this area appears unlikely.
The shape of the fr&ctured arft-a seems to indicate
that it vas caused by sorae local stress raiser.
Model ho. 50 had the greatest ir.gi^ie enn diameter
of any of the four models tested. While this vas I'iss
than l/lO of an inch greater th»n the smallest diameter
at the corresponding end, it was sufficient to make the
ootaraon solid end piece -jsed on all the models fit so.'^e-
what loosely into the uiodel. As a result, the asual
a«thod of sealing the end joint with **Miracle Af^heslve,**
which prjved successful in the tests of th^ three other
!tiodels, failed to make the ,1oint sufficiently tight to
prevent excessive leakage in three successive trys. To
help prevent this leakage, a cloth gasket was placed in
between the nod el shell an-^ th<? rabretted part of the
end bulkhead along with cotton wicking and *»Miraele
Adhesive," It is believed that forcing this end in
place with tJie sealing agents :nentioned probably cracked
the shell or butt and caused a premature failure.
Figures XVIII and XIX show the location and type
of failure which occurred in Model Mo* 51« The failure
is at a distance of a quarter of the circumference of
the model from the butt strap and one frame space from
the end bulkhead. The frs.?ture appears to have started




indicates that the butt stra? anr' the end bulkheads
h&(} a negligible influence on tho failure. The
fracture appears to be ideally located. Before the
failure, half lobes of 1|« to 2*» could be felt.
Fornula 2^ from Reference {A) gives a rialf-lobe
length of 1.23" for tliis model. One peculiarity of
the failure was the presence of so-called ''crazlrig'*
on ttie apecliaen after failure. This appeared as a
netvork of scratches as shovn in Figure XIX both at
the poii t of rupture and along the frame line. A
more detailed discussion of *'crazing« is contained in
Appendix "P", but the type found in this iaod«l is bc-
lievac! due to t^iston yielding above the proportional
llait. Hence, the shell at the frame ^-aa ipparertly
near the yield poiiit as was the shell at the nsiddle of
the frane space where the lobes reached the maximum
which resulted in the shell fracture.
Figures XX and XXI sIvdw the details of the failure
of Model 5?. While th>- crack vtiich was the ultimate
method of failure of the niodei extends Just to the
butt strap, the shape of tlie crack and its length in-
dicates that a lobe failure occurred which was not
materially affected by the presence of the butt strap.
The failure is also well clear of the end bulkhead
influence. This model had tiie smallest diameter of the
( )
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four aodels, 'dxi<fl as a result the tapered ©rjfl pieces
extended Into tlie shell for only & short '1 stance &n6.
were supported by tvo auxiliary frames, as shown in
Figure XX^to take tho shear forces. This arrangement
proved uiideslrablo b\:t did Jiot prevent a sstisfactory
teat. Six an.: one-half psl below the filial collapse
pressure, the solvent fasteiiing the franj^s to the siiell
failed In shear causlr-g a loud cracking noise anr some
Ic-aitage, but the ved.^e-shaped piece sealed itself and
did not adversely influence the test.
Figures XXII and XXIII show the failure of Model 5c.
The failure is cie^ir of the ii^.fluence of the butt strap
and the end bulkheads. Tht: fracture appears to have
started at one of the frames bouiidu^g the failure. The
piece of shell which was blown into the cylinder is of
the size &r\r shape to indicate a lobe type failure.
The piece of shell is Z^^6l^ long and extends from frame
to fra-i©, Fomula i^4 of Reference (4) gives a half-lobe
length of 1,77 for this model.
Dial rai/es were use • to record deflections during
ttsts of Moc'els 50 and 52, These gages were installed
aa showi'i in Figurc^s VIII and XIX and were intended to
determine the collapse pressure by Indicating the
pressure at which shell deflections no longer increased
linearly with pressure. It vas thought this might be
bA^
^•3^^
t^ ,-v .. .
^.^.^ 'iXJi
-^9-
more reliable than visual signs of failure since the
l&teral deflection readings bad proven to be. iiore
reliable* than visual indications in the column tests.
The readirgs tei^en are plotte<? in Figure XXX, It vill
be noted that the maxi-iiaM variation in readings for
Dial Gage «A»* in the test of Model Ko, 5£ is .Oc6«
\^ile Dial Gage ^B^ opposite has a variation of •i62»«.
It is believed thut this was caused by soT.e lack of
rigi'-iity in the dial g&^e SiJt-up| enC thst the de-
flection irdicsted by each gage was actually a function
of the totel deflection of both si-'es of the model, the
spring constants of the dial r;&i;es, and tiric rigidity of
the df.&l gage support. The plots cT the readings of
these tvo >ss.^^es, hovever, both indicjite a poli^t of rapid
change in deflection readings 1 psi belov the failure
point.
The di2.1 t:&.F.e arran^'enient made visual observation
of the model un'ler test difficult and precluded any ex-
amination of the mot' el by running ones hand alons the
surface to spot the exact location of l€»aks or lobe
formations. Since the readings taken on Model Ho, 53
had not proven rnueh riors accurate than vlsu;al means for
discovering buckling, it appeared that a good visual
Inspection wes ^^ro i^^portant than the gage readings.
'TfJi
i aT^iTrj5ai»:^:#:







Therefore, i-^ages vere not used for the tests of
Models l.'os. 51 arid 52. For test ho, 5c a more siraple
dial gage arrar.ga^ient was devised which still perrtiitted
visual examination of the model under test. The read-
inf^s takoFi duriiit? the tests run on Model l»o, 5c are shown
in Figure X^X but have little 5ignificar;ce i^s the model
failed preraatv^rely.
The conventional basis for plotting submarine model
test results is on a Y vs ^ ^raph >dierej__a8 mentioned
before, y/ - j^^4 and A « T^^^^. lISF.
' ^ (h/lOcTyp \ (h/2!0' ' ^^
Figure XXXI Is a plot of steel data froa David Taylor
Model Baslr tests. Included on this plot is DTIAB formula
"9* for the collapse of thin-walled steel pressure vessels
With stiffening rings aiid the curve y =
^lC*r ^^^i^h closely
approximates experimental data.
DTMB Forraula "9** vas develope- by the David Tiiylor
Moc'el Basin for predictirg the collapse by instability
of thin cylinirioal shells under exteriial pressure*
?(the collapse pressure) = -£ll^H| AhlZ^llL ^
il'^^) [k^ - 0.4$(h/?R)>J
While this for.-nula is Independent of GT it can b«
y»p.
rewritten as y = "nT---- ^or plotting on a y vs ^























It will ba noted that & is a function of i^e ratio of
CTy to E and vLll be different for steel and plastic*
Figure X>iXII shows the curves for Formula **9*' for steel
and "Lucite" assuining the c! anr" ^ values shown on the
plot. The experimental aoiel results are also shown
on this plot. Figure XXXIII shows & simll&r plot ex-
cept in Figure XXXIII, E for "Lucite" is taken as
i527,OCX) psij while In Figure XXXII, it is taken as
200,000 psi, the value determined by compressive tests
conducted by tho authors at a 'temperature of 69®F,
The experimental points in Figure XXXII, lie in
e curve parallel to Forraula " y*' but somewhat higher*
In Figure XXXIII the experimental points agree Tvore
closely with the theoretical Formula "9".
Froa Reference (6), for methyl mothacrylate cast
resin which inclur-es "Lucite** and "Plexiglas*' sheets,
E for compression is ^00,000 psi at 7?«F. (no rate of
loading spec iflei) and is ^5^,000 psi at 55«F. The
cotapression tpst conducted by the authors which ;rave
E « £00,000 psi was conducted at 69®F. The tests of
the submarine models were at teiaper-xtures ranging from
57 to 60*5**F. Interpolation of data in Reference (6)
suggests that a mo'Hfied value for E of 5?7,000 psi
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Beference booicg In the field of pl&stic glvt
physical properties in very gm'ienil figures such &s
E « 2)-5:^10^psi and, hence, are not much help wh^n a
Question arises as to vheth^sr to use ?. « ^^00,000 psi
or Z27,000 psl. This is apparently due in p&rt to
the lack of deai»n. for such detailed triforisatlon be-
cause of the manner In v^ilch these ai&terl&ls sre no^nijlly
used, and to the considerable variation in these pro-
perties vith haTii^ity, rate of loading, an<3 temperature#
It will bo noted that for the methyl mrthacrylate resin
'^Plexiglas*', I^.T. Miller, U8„rg the saise rate of loading
In pounis per square inch as the authors and approxi-
jaately tiie sa:"iie temperature, determined E t:) be 570,000 p8l#
From the foregoing, it may be concluded that the
failures of the plastic niodels follov a general curve
which has the same shape as the curve of For;^ula *'9'',
and that the experimental 6^ta cr.eck with the for.'iiula
results vithln the accuracy with which it is possible to
determine E»
As in the case of the colunn tests, the suliHuarine
raodcls tested represent as vlf'e a rarge of sturdlness,
iseas^ired by j?/p for colutans and by ^ for submarine
aodels, as could be i:-corporated in the models without







iraperfections. Also, as In the case of the column laodels,
any given model tested can be cjiisi'-'ereo as either
geometrically similar to a certain steel prototype, or
non-dl3jensionslly similar to some other steel prototype
based on having a common A value. For instance:
A for "Lacite'' nio'.'cl ?\ of steel model
aTid nor-dimens tonally geometrically siiTillap






tests of the 'Luoite" mo-^el ive experimental results
in agreement with For aula *'9** which is a function of E
and the model dimensions. Therefore, ,^:eometrically siailar
steel prototypes an<^ plastic raodels should fa 1 at pressures
in proportion to their respective F. values, Elirainating
Mo'^el 50 flata which are considered unreliable, the pre-




Coll&pEe Pressure C-'llapse of Predicted
for Steel Kodol Steel
Model PUstlc Model frr-:^ Fir. TXTl^ Collapso
651 psl 5820 p35l
651 psi £470 p9i




The models tested represent georaetrically sirvllar steel
prototypes with A values from *ZS9 to .9r5. In this
r«nge steel prototynf?s ere stressed beyond the pro-
portional limit before the collapse pressure Is reached,
Parallellrg tJie experionce with c olurtsns ar:d for sl^nllar
p«a8or.8, the clastic models predict failure values for
steel prototyDes vhich are too high. Theoretically,
ee in the case of colirrsns, reliable '-ata concerning the
collapse pressure of geometrically similar steel proto-
types can be obt£;lned from plsstic models In the rer.g©
where the steel prototypes are strc-*sse'5 belov the pro-
portional limit at collapf-e, Hovcv*.^r, the largest frame
spacing used in our tests ves on Model 5? Rn<5. Is about
the raaxisiun fra-ne spacing which can be used on flastic
models anc' 3iair\talr. close oitt-of-roundness tolerances,
EtlXl, this spacinf. Is less than the nlnlnum required to
be in the ran.^e where g€?o:^*^trieally sinilar plastic
iBodels bive reliable predicts*




Therefore, as in the e«t« of columns, there
appears to be practical anit theoretical conslceTat ions
vhich nake the u»e of geometrically similar plastic
models unsuitable for predicting the collapse of steel
prototypes,
M Qn~r ^ fflQn?i9nal SiraVIar ,^ty MliM
Plastic norlels appear In a soraevhat more favorable
light when used, to study the collapse of steel prototypes
having coaaon (^ values.
Studying Figures XTKXI-XXXIII, ve see that the plastic
model test data as plotted in Fi^rurp X^'XIII and the steel
aodel test data each vary froTt their respective theoreti-
cal curves of Fomula •'9'* by aboi^t the sa:ie percenta.<^;e
of the y value for a given ?\ value, I'encf^, it should
be possible- to test a plastic model, compare the results
percentage wise with For-mla ''9'' for the plastic, and
conclude that the steel prototy-.e vould fal at the same
proportional relationship to Forraula "9" for steel.
Hovever, the results of such predictions using the
aethod proposed are saTiSitive to variations in the E
value used. This is especially true at lov values of ^ ;
8ay»l-5ss than ?.5. Fifc:ures XXXII and XXXIII illustrate
this. Due to the steepness of the Formuls '9** curve





position of the experimental points an' the Formula '*9"
curve mear. largo variations in the percentage difference
between th'^oretical and experimental results. For this
reason, it appe&rs that plastic models should bo used
where a qualitative comparison is desired sv:sch as vben
conducting a research program investigating the effect
of variation )t some pararaeter, rather than for pre-
diction of the collapse deptii of a specific submarine
design.
All models tested are in the region 'where the steel
prototypes collapse before reaching tiie proportional
liait. Beyond the proportional Unit E In Formula "9**
should be replaced by £« or otlier xodifl^ E value.
Since for steel models £^ approaches zero as the stress
approaches the yield point, an instability failure occurj
as the stress reaches tbe yield point* This Is also
evidenced by the fact that DTMB Formulas 9»'" ax^a «92a»
from Reference (5) Include only O^ and not E since
they are for failure in this area.
In plastic ?nodels such as "Lucite", the Bj value
at the"ylseld poir t"has only decreased sore fc"0^ belov the
initial value. Therefore, collapse by Instability will
not occur just because the material has reached the
"yield point". As shown in Figure XXIX for colurans.

m'^f-m
the curves of data for steel rao:iel» and plastic rtiodels
no longer coincide after the proportional llslt is
reached. Had it been possible to conduct tests of
plastic submarine rjo<^els in this region, the results
would undoubtedly have been similar to the coluam
results, anA the plastic raodel coll&pae prer.sures would
have been higher than the steel results in this region*
A possible means of getting around the difficulty
could be to take deflection readings of a plastic model
vith a low ^ value, in the neighborhood of .70 to •SO,
and plot those readlrwirs so a s to determine vhen a yield
point was reached. Since reaching the yield poii t In a
steel model would result In collapse, this point where
tbe plastic model reached a yield point could be con-
sidered the collapse pressure. This approach appeared
very encouraging until the f^lmenslons of the **Lacite"
models that would have the necessary low (^ values
were calculated. See table below:
Model
^
ntstaice Be- Estimated Collapse
Dimensions twe^r. Frames Pressure (*^Lucite^)
9» dla. X 1/16" .90 .?<?r" ?00 psl
»
.80 *772^ 275 pal
•
.60 .125" 400 psl
16* dla. X 1/16« .90 .245" i:?0 psl




The above table shows that It is not practical to
corstruet *Luclt»'* fubiR&rlre pressure hull tno<l«}lg having
low ^ values. The first four models listed In the
tsbl« «bove have h/?H ratios correspond tng to the usual
•ubaarine practice. It can be seen that for such
dimensions the spacln:/ between frames becomes of the
sa ie order of aagnltud^ as tbe width of the fraaa, and
that secojidary effects which are not present In the
steel prototype (since it w 11 not have this close
spacing ewn though It has the same (^ value), b©cone
large and auiXe the results unreliable. The last model
listed has a ^ore acceptable distance between frames,
but here the h/2R ratio for the model is three tliaes
the values eoromonly used for submarine de0ig:ri» Also,
the test pressure becomes very high and therefore eliai-
nates one of the advantages of plastic iuodels* Vhile
the table is based on ^Lucite", tb<^^' distance between
fra"5e values would not change appreciably for any of




A i^o^nc-ral conclusion from the results of the *»Laclte'*
submarine ::iocel tests and the column tests follows*
nJ19'
'49-
Ko<S*ls made of aethyl methcrylat© and other plastics
readi?-y available (such a« cellulose acetate) are
practical for studying the psrfomance of steel pro-
totypes in the region where the steel niodel coll&ps^s
before the steel roaches the proportional limit. Such
models should be constructed so as to have ^ simil-
arity t- tiie prototype. Plastic niodels are neither
practical nor reliable for predictl!;g the collapse
pressure of subEarine pressure hulls vhen the «teel
prototype is stresser? beyond th© proportional llr^it
at the ti.'ie of failure, Unfortunately, this is the
region in which -modern subniv^rines are designed*
While three or four t<»sts are not sufficient evider.ce
upon which to base a conclusion, ' t is believed that, in
general, the cnstruction of plastic S'Jtenarlne nio-iels -
while more sinple than the construction of steel models -
Is aore susceptible to siall errors such as local out-
of-roundness. Hence, ti^ie t'^.st results of u series of
plastic sodels would probably show more *^ scatter* than
a series of slnilar steel rao^.el tests.
The frames userj for all tests were S/lb" x 5/l6*»
and withstood a aaximum pressure of 69 pel. By DTMB
Formula *'88**, fro/n Reference (5) this fra- e should b©






practice is to oori»id#r thmt this fomtila is over-
optimistic, dud tJ-i© usual vorkijig value is consic'er-^d
to be one-half the derlvec. value. The frair.es in these
tests, though testetl to the fall value of the formula
rather than one-half as Is standard practice, showec5
no signs of weakness
.
The details of constructlor. of the models tested
PI^^ved very satisfactory. The use of a bv'tt strap to
make the longitudinal seam did not appear to introduce
any difficulti<?3 or inaccuracies into the tests. The
few leaks w^^lch developed In the longitudinal seam during
the tests w~re stopped by re^novir.g the model from the
test taJik an ' putting a few drops of ethylene dlchlorlde
uDfier the butt strap in the vicinity of the l«'ak«
In ord^^r to save aoney, thts sa'^e end bulkheads
were used oii every aodel. There vas some difficulty
here due to the variation in tho tngid« diameters of
the models from model ta model and from end to end.
The taper that was given to the rabbctted part of the
bulktit^ad did not entirely solve this problem. On the
model with the smallest diameter, the taper tended to
wedge open the cylinner and slit the butt strap scam.
On the largest dlaiaeter aodel. It vas difficult to e:et
the joint tight and this was probably t^^e reason for
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the pre^nature failure, Osir.;: the bu litheads over again
In successive tests presented the oroble^n of sec^irlng
vatertlght joints and still being able to remove the
bulkhf^ads after the test. "Miracle Adhesive** manu-
factured by the Miracle Adhesive Corporation was used
for this purpose arid worked very well.
The hiiJhest pressure on the circular billdheads of
the models was 60 psi. By Beference (14) the maxiaum
stress in the l/2«-inch plastic end bulkheads at this
pr«ssure was:
^= 6,S00 psi if fixed ended support was
considered to exist,
O^- 10,9?0 psi If simple SLspport was con*
sidsred to exist.
Compared to the physical properties of:
O-yield point " ^''^'^^ P^^' ^*^- " ^''»^^ ^^^•
The testing tank arrangement used was very satis-
factory. Regulation of the pressure in the tar.k by
throttling the recirculating line gave a rery simple,
smooth and aecrirate means of pressure control. The
ease of using the water pressure from the tap Instead






One of tiie moat laportar.t features of tliis in-
vestigation of the use of plastic models Is th«
relative? cost of steel vs. plastic laodels. The four
models tested cost a total of ap^^rortaatoly llOO.
Of this cost, al^Dut one-quarter vas fixed charges
vhich could b© spread over any number of aoaT^ls, re-
ducing the cost per model to below $75 if more than k
four rsodels were tested. To reproduce these ^nodels
in steel nodels of the sa^^ie size and slmpliflee! fora
vould cost apporximately $1?5 per model. This Is one
of the Important advanta^tes of using plastic nodels for
A
a series of tests liivolving many :?\oclcls«
^^
The "time-edge effect" noted In photoelastlc
work with sonje plastics see.r.s to indicate that plastics
night Chan e in physical properties with tine, which
would iftean that siodels siad© of older stocic would react
differently than I'aodels made from newer raaterlal.
However, examination of the literature and discussion
with Professor A.G.H, Dietz and Dr. S, Yurenka of the
M.I.T, staff Indicate that no noticeable effect would
occur unless Hie laaterial was at least several years
old.
The use of plastic subaarine nodels offers many
attractive possibilities* Those include photoelastlc




hatches, yalves, frames, etc. There is r^lattvely
little kriovn about the effect of tbes^ on sutenarine
strength.
This thesis liaaited Itself pt'lncipally to raodels
of plastics commercially available^ and sh-ovs that
these are llrsited In their usefulness, biit tbf,t the
field has great possibilities. The next step appears
to be to overcome the difficulties pointed out in this
thesis by developir.g a plastic with a stress strain
ctirve of si'^ilar shape tc that of the steel to b© used
for pressure hulls. This Tsay be feasible, bit is raore





1. Simplified sub;ijarlne pressiire hull models con--
strueted, of commercially available plastics
can be used to predict the collapse of st©«l
prototypes subjected to hydrostatic pressure.
Reliable result s can be expected, hovever,
only In the rather liialted ranee vhore the pro-
totype is not stressed above the proportional
litalt, and vhere A -sit^ilarity is maintained
between plastic ^aodel rnic steel prototype,
?• Conventional eubaarine designs do r.ot fall in
the above specified ranfje.
Z* Plastic models are recoiwaended for qualitative
evaluation of the ef r«?ct of varying a given
parameter, rather th^ua for quantitative pre-
diction of the collap»» Atpth of one specific
deslg'n.
Am Plastic models can be constructed in accordar^ce
with good comaerclal ataridards of vorkmai^.ship
and give reliable, conslitcnt data*

-^^1-
5. Plastic ^Tor'els cost approximately or.e-flfth
th© cost of comparable small, slmpllfl^sd
steel models, and may be tested sstisfactorily




Inasmuch as plastic suTjeaarine mo«i«ls do offer
some definite advantages, particularly for research
programs involTin^ large nunibers of morals, it is
reconiraended th£;t efforts be -.n^ae to expiinc their
present limited range of applicability. Since this
rftFi^e Is restricts, pritiarlly, by the physical per-
forniance characteristics of coimnercially available
plastics (specifically, tJ^.e shape and n&t-\:!re of the
stress-strain curve, anv the yield strees-modulus
of elasticity r'atio), it is suggeated that attention
b« given to the development of a plastic having a
stress-strain curve similar in shupe and nature to
that of sub'^.arine hull steel but vlth lower absolute
valu<?s, Dse of such plastics vould offer en ex-
tension of t^e r&iu::e of jaodel-prototype corr'elstion






Fomulas and Theories of Failure
It is not the object of this thesis to attempt
to •ftlUAt« existir;g theories for failures in steel
submarine pressure hulls, i.ov the corresponding
formulas for critical pressures and critlc&l design
parajneters. Detailed discussions of such theories
and formulas may be found in References {I) and (5)»
These forniulas and theories .-nust be referred to,
hoveTer, for tlie insight they give as to the probable
actual aoda of failure of the steel r^iodel or prototype
in order that the failure of the plastic noflels can be
critically compared. In the range of large ratios of
fraTie spacing to diameter, and lov ratios of shell,
thickness to diaaetor, the shell w:.ll fail through in-
stability; Von iHlses »nc Vlridenburg have developed
theoretical for:nulas for tiiis range of failure. For
excessively veak or flexible franes, the frames :iay
collapse even though supported by contiguous shell;
Tokugava and Von Sanden and Gunther have fonaulated





and proper ^slnlauffl spacing of f raises, the plating jr^ay
reach the yield point either in longitudinal stress
at a point of local bending over tlio frari«, or in
transverse stress at ssid-panel between franesj Von
Sanden an-" Gunther have iitte'Tipted to for-nulate these
types of yield failure,
Tesioi Parameters
From th€» above, and study of the references. It
is apparent th.it the relative valu^js oT the various
design parameters are of paramount Import incej i,e.,
shell thickness (h), versus shell diameter ("?.), versus
fra:nQ spacing (L»)> versus distance between fraaes (L)
,
versus fra.^e stiffness (l), etc.
iTiportance of E, OT^, ard ^„;
»,. I.,.. ..11 K .^
One very important consideration in submarine de-
sign Is that of weight; an acceptable design must pro-
duce the greatest collapse depth for a given weight
of pressure hull struct: re. Vithin the li':ittatlons of
the least weight solution, th« several design pera-rjeters
may be varied and adjusted so that the resultarit
Structure nay fail with what the literature co?ii.Tionly
ternss an "elastic instability* failure, or with what Is
referred to as a "yield** failure, or with an Inter-




by **plfiStlo instability." The ae&ning of these ternia
vlll be briefly outllnod; for a more comprehensive
treatise on the theory involved see References {A) &fi6
(5).
By an "tlastic instability** failure is meant a
failure (evidenced by bulgirig of the shell betveen
fra-uies) in which the combination of a relatively lov
value of h/?P and. a relatively high value of L/;;!R per-
alts the shell to evade the load before the shell is
stressed abov** its „; this situation is analogous
P
to the behavior of a lor.g and slender colijinn vhich
ajay buckle at a very low nominal stress*
By a "yield" failure is meant a failure irs which
the cosabiratlon of a hii^h value of h/2H and a low value
of L/?R results in the shell being held up to the load
and stressed to, or almost to, its yield point; at this
high stress the instantaneous mo^lulus Em is so reduced
that the actiial form of collapse is through instability,
Aecorltngly, a move proper description of this type of
fail'jre 'night be "instability at yield stress."
By failure by "plastic instability" is meant that
type of failure that occurs when the composite effect of
the h/2R and L/?H parameters is such that the shell is
stressed beyond the proportional limit, but is not




two ratios, h/2H and L/2R, raight hav«:r a value inter-
mediate tetween its two values ir- the extrene cases of
"elastic instability*' and "yield'*). Agsln, the value
of the instantarieous modulus £-, decreases *s the pro-
portional limit is passed, anc the actual forn of failure
is one of Instability. Similarly, a rnore proper de-
scription of t.his type of failure might well be
"instability between proportional and yield stresses."
For purposes of brevity, arx' in order to confona
to the literature, th« teris "yi«?ld failure", ^'failure
by plastic instability", and »»elastic instability failure?"
will be employed.
From the above, the significance of B, E«p, ^p#
^yp- le., the shape and magnitudes of the stress-strain
curve - for the submarine pressure hull steel is apparent.
The sr.ress-strain curve for such a steel is readily ob-
tainable, and is essentially fixed and c ;jistant for the
encountered ranges of temperature and rates of hydro-
static loading.
For most plastics, however, ircludii'ig the methyl
methacrylates, the shape and magnitudes of the stress-
strain curve may vary significantly aceordir.g to the
type of test (tension versus compression versus bending),
the temperature, the rate of loading, etc. note
Figures XXXIV and XXXV.
X?
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Basis of Steel-Plastic Comparison
The foregoing brief aiid oversimplified summary, 5
^
of some of the differences betveen steel and plastic
presents o|ie of the most important problems that con-
frented the authors: Upon what basis could steel and
plastic subrriarine models be compared? Which design
parsuneters or parameter ratios should be held constant?
Could the respective sets of models, steel versus
plastic, be reduced to a truly comparable set of di-
mensionless parameters in vhich the effect of variables
such 3.S 'CT > B and u. are eliminated or reduced to an
insignificant degree? Vhat variables betveen steel and
plastic are relatively fixed, vhat are controlled to
some degree (as by rate of loading), and vhat are
essentially independent - and, perhaps, unpredictable?
Brief History of DTT-IB Vork on Plastic Hodels
During the period June through Au.s'ust, 1950, one
of the authors. Car. E.F. Durfee, had the opportunity
to observe the preliminary work done by the David Taylor
Mo'-'el Basin upon plastic submarine models. The vork by
DTMB has been periodically relieved by the authors to
this date, and is briefly summarized, DTI'^B has not as
yet completed any programs involving the use of plastic
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Initial experimental t^sts by DT?"!B upon plststic
subaiarlre models iriVolved cellulose acetate aodels.
The models were about 16 Irches In iiaineter, about
the same length, and approximately l/S inch shell thick-
ness. The shell was formed from flat sheets vlth a
longitudinal seam reinforced by a butt strap on the
inside of the shell, Hectang:ular fra^ties, machined
from flat sheets, vere fitted inside the shell, and
were suitably notched for the shell seara strap. This
type model gave trouble through weakness and non-
circularity at the shell seam, aaafl the frari':is demon-
strated a tendency to fracture where notched. Pre-
liminary tests with tliese models e^aployed stress-
ooat, and whitewash, as devices to attempt to indioate
th« advent of incipient failure or collapse* Verbal
reports froja DTMB representatives indicate th«=!se first
saodels gave inconclusive indications of results*
Another set of three (Z) ri<?thyl methacrylate
laodels has been aanufectured by D'^IB, and is ready fop
test* These models are also of approximately 16 inch
length and diameter and 1/8 inch shell thickness, and
are of constant total weight of frame matarlal. One
taodel is intended to fall by shell instability, and
has all fra..e -riat^jrlal concentrated in four (4) h** x
.t"
well separated fra^aea. In anoth^^r model, it is expected
-..fi
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thst the frames will f&llj thin moffel has elf:ht (8)
l//,** X 1/2** fra?nes, with tJie frame space approximately
one-half that of th«? model first fiescribed. The third
model has an interraediste arrangement of frar^es, six
(6) £/S" X 1/?^ fraaas. In this s<-;ri€-s of models, the
.wain variable has been tlie nuaber and spacing of con-
•tant depth fra^aeg of a constant total frarae v^lght.
For this group of mo-iols, the shell strap is run longi-
tudinally on the exterior of the raodel, and the in*
divldually machined one-piece rectangular fra'^fies »re
fitted insi;'© tho shell, thus avoidlt^f' any notches or
other dlscor.ttnuitles in the frames.
The experience of DTMB in nanu factaring plastic
models was drawn upon by the authors in designing and
constriicting their laodela in regard to teehniquea of
shaping the shall laandrel, heating the shell sheet,
forming the shell, designing fraae rings, choice and
use of solvents, etc.
york by Cdr. ?.T. Miller at DTilB
During August, 1950, C^ir. B.T. Miller, jf the
M.I.T. group at DTKB, begari a s-^ries of colustri cam-
press ion tests on "Plexlglas," a methyl methacryiate.
In order to inltii»te an investigation of the behavior
of *'Plexiglas** columns, Cdr. Killer ran a series of

—6Z.-
columns in caiapr«sslor. buckling tests and compared his
results vith B:uler*s Cola'an Curve, The spoclmens,
dimensions of >Aioh are detailed in appropriate tabu-
lations In Appendix "C^, vere accurately saved to breadth
and width, an; the ends carefully milled to true and
parallel planes. The columns were tested as "fixed
ended** colatms. After some unsatisfactory attempts with
plaster-e-nbedded base plates, the tests were rm sirailar
to tliose later conducted on ^'Lucite** by the authors, with
no special .•aountlng plates other than those furnished
with the testing raachine* The tests were run at fixed
rates of loading. Points of buckling, or ^visible
buckling,'* were noted by careful vlsusil observation,
A compressive stress-strain plot was prepared from crush
test of one abort specimen.
When Cdr. Miller droppe«i preliminary plans to work
vith the authors on this th'^sis, he generously furtiished
the aUtiiors with his data, which has been used b/ the
authors to supplement and corroborate the data obtained







Prior to choice of tb^ plastic to be utilized^
a variety of materials \f^.^e investigated, and con-
•ultations held wlUi, B>iong other authorities,
Dr. Eavard Venk, Jr., of DIKB, Dr. A.O.H, Dietz aiwi
Dr. 8. Yur^nka of the Department of Building Englneer-
1? g and Construction, K.I.T., Dr.C.H. ?Sorris of the
D«p«rt*-nent of Civil ^nd Sardtary Engineering, H.I.T.,
and Dr. J, P. Der. Hartog ar.d Dr. E. Orovan of the He-
partaont o*"* Keohanical Br.gineering, jM.I.T. Much of
the study centered upon thie search for a plastic vith
a streSF-strain curve sirnilar in shape to that of staol,
vlth a dlatinct yield point, and with a ratio between
stress ar.d initial laodulus of elasticity approxijaating
that ^f steel.
Aaiong the materials studied to the poirt of con-
ducting stress-strain conipressiorj tests were nethyl
•aethacrylate, cellulose acetate, and nylon; see
Figure X anr^ Tables VIII-XVII, Anoth«jr material investi-
gated was neoprei:.e ebonite. A consideration in conr^ection
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with all iiaterlals was the question of tii-i ayailability
of the sheets -^-f stoc^ r«?Quired. for construction of
colu.'sn -nod el 8 and of sjMarine models*
Extensive stu^^y indicated to the authors the
ii«C€issity for choosing ar. acceptable and available
material, even though the selected rnaterial ^i^ht ROt
be the optiinura, on a theoretical basis, -le regards stress-
strain curve and yield-niodulus ratio.
Accord! rf?ly, *Luclte*', a ?aethyl siethacrylate, was
cho8«n» In addition to the advantages listed in the
body of the thesis, this material - in the almost exact
thickness desire^- - was found to b© available at the
Forest Products, Inc., Carabrldr.e, i'ess,, a concern capable
of manufacturing the desired column arid, subsaarine models,
and possessed of the required experlenoa in heating and
formir.g the ^Luclte*' shell and frames*
Detailed diss^^vantages .>f the *'Lucite'» rrsaterlal
are developed elsewhere in this thesis, and will merely
ba listed here. The primary vlisadvantat^e is th* stress-
strain curve s}:ape, and the discrepaiicy between Luctte's
yield-modulus ratio arid thst of steel. As with raost
plasti<"^s, *'Lucite" eyJ-lbits a gre^^ter degree of non-
imlforjnity of material scantlings, chemical corripositlon,






*Lucite*' disadvantages characteristic of ifiost plasties
iRcluie! the change in str€3s-str;iir. behavior, aodulus
value, ultimate strength, and "creep characteristics*
with change in rate of loadlngj susceptibility to
huaidltyj possible d^ssicating effects of prolonged
periods of tlmej'crazlrig*' j and veaicerdng effects of sol-
vents; and uncertainties as to behavior unf^'er different
conditions of, and rates cf, tension, corapression,
and bending.
It is of interest to note thi^t the published litera-
ture concerning plastics, or even tlie unpublished data
compiled by the M.I.X. plastics group, appears quite
meager in regard to determination of physical perfor-
mance characteristics for plastics such as values for
yield stress, trsodulus of elasticity, Poisson^s ratio,
etc., uD'^er specified conditions of loading and rates
of loading. This Is 6\ie in great pert, no doubt, to
the sensitivity of these physical ch&racterl titles to
the chemical composition s^nd oordltions of manufacture
of each lot of plastic. Another factor Is probably the
relatively srnfill ernphasls on physical characteristics
for niany uses, and the greater concern vith n^olding
behavior, dielectric properties, etc.
'*t i r\ f r-i A (J *f I : 'f
,




**Lucite** columns. Models Wos. 15 to 7.1, were made
by Forest Products, Inc., from co.Tgaerclal pr&de one-
half inch "Lucite" c-;!t to vldth by a circular sav. The
ends were cut by ssv, and then finished to exact lerigth,
planenessj^ and parallelism by continuous belt vet sander.
Models Nos. 22 to 2A tiere cut by the authors from Hoi^el
bo, 71, using a band sav and a continuo*as belt dry Sander.
Column Models J^os, 16 to 21 teere cho»«n to check,
and to exparid, tho range coverod by Hou-els DTMB Ko, 0-9,
aiid, in particular, to secure points to be used to com-
pare with steel coluan data when plotted on a non-
dlaenslonal basis sv>ch as on Figure XXIX.
The test apparatus utilised in the coluian tests is
that located in the H.I.T. Plastics Laboratory, Building
20. Column tssts were performed by the authors under the
guidance of Dr. Steven Yurenica. A 1/10,000** dial gage was
first used to checx the rate of automatic cross head travel
vhlch was adjusted for each speciiaen. Concurrertly, a test
weight was used to check and calibrate the continuous and
automatically ink-trace-recording load cell. For the
actual test, one 1/10,000*' and one 1/1,000*" dial gages
were used at aid-height and raid-bread th of the mocel to
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a©8i«it of inertia, while a second l/lOOO* dial ;'a^e
vas used to cheek the rete of travel vhlch was
automatically rec.5rded. by proper gear settlr:g in
the ink trace. Periodic readings of travel versus
load were recorded to check the automatically recorded
data»
Particular care was givers to the transverse d«-»
flection dial gages in order to determlr.e the point
of incipient buckling, or nori-lirearity of deflection,
by these dial gages, rather th-:in by reliance on visible
buckling. (As noted in the «DISCUSSIOK,« tiie "i^lexiglas"
coluam data of August, 1950, tend-d to show excessively
high valu^^s of critical loads; the authors suspected that
bucklir g had actually started a finite load Increment
before the "visible buckling** coulrt be detected)
.
Qppar and lower loading anvils were treated with
silicon oil in an effort to avoid ^binding** and dis-
tortion of the loadsrd ends as the (shorter) columns
atttapted to conforrn to Poisson^s ratio,
Pesi>a* of Plastic gubmarine Hotels
From puroly theoretical considerations, the authors
would have preferred to h&v« tested plastic raodels in
sufficient number and of proper characteristics to defire
nx
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by test spots the entire (\ - ^ curve from ^ == 0»4
to ab-;^t ^ ^ <:.0. There vere, however, severrjl ifa-
pedlments.
Amoiig the non-theoretical considerations were those
of available money and time, an-i the selected int^r-
rel^ited physical liniitations &s to rsaxiaurn diameter of
mo^iel and maxljsum pressure of th«i» test tjiiik, the design
w^d procureiuea'-.t of which had to go forward fcsirly early
in the thesis work. Consl-'erations of desired tank
pressure ani tno el size lee? to chol'^e of a desirx; inside
diameter of mo-' els of nine ir.ches. Although the tank
was built an-^ tested to 100 pounds per square inch,
available water main pressure indic-»te'1 a desirable
pressure limit of about 70 pounds p<jr ^c.-ur*? inch gage.
One feature of the plastic submarine mo^vel design.
that gave the authors cause for anxiety concerned the
problem of "out-of-roundness*" LacK of true circularity,
particularly at a longitudinal seam, hus been observed
as a point of potential and probable weakness In steel
suboarine raonels, and in the prellminairy plastic sub-
marine aodel tests co; ducted by DTMB. Accordingly, the
authors endeavored* to find a cosraercisl source of plastic
seamless tubing of a practicable h/2R ratio. The lar-n st





co'njs^roial niarket Is six Inches, with a vsll thickness
of one-oisrhtb inch; thus, a h/?H value of O.OlOi^. As de-
veloped in more d^tull un-ier «DISCUSBIOr. OF RESOLTS,^
so gre^'t a h/2R ratio voul*^ lead to a lov r^ v»,lue,
heavy .-ind closely spaced frtimes, ari'f' high presfurest.
Accordingly, the design vas developed employing a longi-
tudinal se?.T. In a thin shell of large dlaaeter, with
circularity S5ainta.ln©d by extern.. 1 butt strap and snugly
fitted internal fraaes,
A study of conveiitlonal subi&rine designs indicated
that, for geometric similarity, a mo'iel shell thickness
of approximately 9.055 inch for an insiie diameter of
nine Inches vas desirable. Vlth 'Luclte" available in
nominal thicicnesses of 0.040 inch, 0.050 inch and 0.060
inch, the design vas premised upon 0.060 inch shell
thdckness. For geometric similarity to modern submarine
design the resultant distance betveen fra^-nes on Model
Ko. 5^ vas estimated to 1.^5 Inch^^s. The Intended ^
value was 1.9S; the actual ?i value of the coiapleted
model vas approximately ?.79, the difference resulting
from variations in h, ^y and E of the actual '^Lucite*
froa which constructed.
In order tj lisnit to the greatest practicable ex-
tent the number of variables Involved, and in order to
keep the cost and time of manufacture vitixin bounds,





diameter ai.^' shell tr.icitness (as well iiS frti-ae size),
with the >ane spacing used as the prime variable,
Moi'el ho, 5?-> with & designed ^ value of ^.S and an
actual ?i of
-4«04 ^s built, vas d,eslgzied s.a the
largest A value d<~stred. At the de$lg,n stage, the
authors hoped that this rrio^'el could bt» tested to
"failure" without ciestnictior^, am he unloaded without
dar^age to permit subsequent re-te sting j this hope was
not fulfilled.
Model 2^0. 50, with a ?\ value of 1,7 ts designed,
and 1,72 as built, had & distance bf^tveen franee of
O.S?**. This was the closc^st fra:!ie spacirig used, a
mltita&m adopted for the following reasons: (l) anti-
cipated difficulties in buildiXig a model with closer
frame spacing, and, (?) belief that the resultant
structure could not possibly fail in the lobe pattern
of a steel raodel, but woul" have a f&ilure signlficaritly
influenced by secondary effects at the franaes, (At the
design stage, the authors expected this model to fall
in an overall laode including fracture of the frames,)
Mori el No. 51, with a designed ^ 3f 1.6 and a ^
of 2.cl as built, was intended to fill in th*. ^ rerr'e




liOte is made that to d«»lgr a plastic motiel (of
the chosen tnlckn-ss and diameter) for ^ slraiilarity
to a conventional subaiarine design would have required
a frame spacing sTialler than Ho't'el Ko« 50. See
»»DISCUSSiOK»» for further details. Thus, the resultirg
serifs s of four (.4) plastic models, while covering the
maximum feasible* range of ^ v&lues, does not go to ag
lov ?\ valu<?s as would be desirable for ^ -sirrdlarlty
to existing design nor to the even lower ?^ valui^s de-
sirable for full coV'ra*?e of the entire? contersplated
A r&n/e.
The problf^ of frame size was approached in the
following manner. A steel K-beuis co si stent with
current sulmarine practice mus ta-i' r . s tbe r a turn, to
acco^npany Mo'-^.el Ko» 5?. On the basis of approxiaatir.g
t>ie fayinf" flan-'e, to suiteble scale, & fra^ae width of
5/16" vas chosen for th pla;;-tic aoiels. The actual
H-frame was then replaced by s rectangular fra?iie having
a faying flange of width corresDoncUrg to the 3/16*
dimension suitably scaled up. The f^epth of thi' ?'teel
rectangular fra.-»€ was calculated on the basis of .-n&in-
tainlng the I of the cotsbined section, frai^e plus faying
portior of shell, about its own neutral axis. Additional










of the frame plus entire frane spacing of shell, and
of the fraine rilone, in order to avoi'^ any possible un-
usual disparity Ik any one of these criteria. The
range o^ rectangular frame depths obtair-ed from the
above calculations were then scaled down to the plastic
moflel size - a nominal depth of 5/16" was selected as
satlsfyint^ the requirements for I on tho var'lous b&ses
outliried above, as well as providing b. definite
"directional stability" to the frame. That is, the
5/16" depth gave the rao'^el frame a definitely greater I
•bout o?ie axis than ab ut the other, arid avoided the
equality of stiffness that, for example, a souare frame
would provide.
Once the fra/rte spacing s and frame size were de-
tenained, the raodel lengths could be cmsen. Sev^^ral
criteria were applied: the riodel length should approxi*
mftte the model diameter, but the number of frames need
not exceed six (6) j the spacing between the Qr%6. diaphragm
and the first fraiue w«is to be l^^ss than the normal frame
spacing } and the minimum number of unifor^^ily stPoBg frame
spaces was to be two (?)• The model i^^'neiths specified
on Figures II-V result from applicatlor of the above
criteria.
l^d dlaphrag'ss for use with the plastic submarine





with en integral 9-1/3" x l/B** flange. Th« ^/S disc
was designed to sppport th^ erai panel of the shell,
permit a tight end joint, and rsiDimize the poss?ibility
of loru^tudlr.al bending in the shall at or near the
end. The Integral 1/3" x 9* flang© was designed to
withstan^i the end loading, and was calculated to carry.
In shear, an end pressure of approxliaateiy 100 poan s
p^^r square inch £?age.
Manufacture of Plasti c Subnarir:e Models
The .iiaterial used for all parts of the plastic
suhiaarlne aoiels was "Luclte*', acrylic resin cast
sheeting, Q.S. Army-^-'ivy Specification AN-P-^4,. The
shell material was 1/16''' flat sheot heated to approxi-
mately T.J^Q-'IOO'^F, an-' wrapped upon a rubber covered
wooden mandrel, with surplus T.aterlal for a butt strap,
and held until the te-nperature dropped to about 150®F,
The shell then triutaed to size, a butt strap applied
on the outside, and "welded" with ethylene dlchloride
solvent.
A voodei. ji)j for molding frarses to the nine inch
inside diameter of the cooled shell was then constructed,
and the frames were heated as above an formed to shape,
with excess len«^th, from c/16^ x 5/16*' flat rods cut
by table saw from c/16" sheet.
-ii
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The final tubes vere not perfect cylinders in
all Q&ses, but had alight v^irietlons in dl&53©ter as
listed on Figures XVI I -XXI I, Frai?ies were tndivllually
fitted and cat to length for a pr^ss fit* Whope
necessciry in final flttix;g, additional filler pieces
vere pressed into place and C€ss©nted into th<& fra-aes»
All final fittlr^g anci ceraentl.-g of frara^s was don®
by the authors. In all casos, fraiie butts were care-
fully staggered an'l in no evm.t were fraue butts per-
mitted to fall lieZiT the- shell Be&>^ in trie niiddle fraia©
spaces. The procedure in setting fr&mes was as follows*
First, the length of the tube was carefully checked,
and any deviation from specified length adjusted for
In setting the fraue ring nearest the truest end of the
tube. Three gage blocks, approxiaaately Sf" long x 1/?"
wide were Uiien carefully filed ano sanded to the exact
spacing between fraraes at the three poii<ts of contact
on each block, ends and center. Vlth the butt steadied
over the center c^f one of the three equi-spaced gage
blocks, the next frame was carefully located and "tack
welded** with a fine syringe containing solvent. More
and more points were so secured, anc'' the gage blocks
slid around the periphery, until the entire ring was




ceinent<?d In place srif^ the butt ee'nented, caution being
exercised to prevent any solvent froin ruiminf, over tb«
shell surface except U\ wey of the fra^e. All frames
vere so loc?.ted and cesueinte^, the gage blocks beini^
progressively cut dovri in slge from Ko^el No* 52> to
Model Kg, 50.
Plastl-:r Submarine Mor'^el Tests
For all mo^lels the &n''* diaphragms were temporarily
glued on by generous use of Kiracle Bl?\ck Magic Adhesive,
a heavy-bodied, fast drying, vaterproof (when "ry),
self-bonding adhesive manufactured by Mlracl<? Adheslv«s
Corporation, Ke.^ York, I^.Y, This adhesive was selected
aft^r extensive' prelinsinary tests involving such varied
piaterials as Duco Householf^ Ce^nent, Veldvood, c-to.
Experience shoved an optimum time for test of the 'iiodel
after affixing ends: after about 15 minutes the surface
of the adhesive was tough enough to resist penetration,
while the main body of the acfheslve v/as pliable enough
to keep tight under local bending and compression. When
too dry the adhesive tended to be too brittle; when too
wet, it flowed out under water pressure. The adhesive
did not harden un'er water, anc: readily permitted re-
moval of the end diaphragms on completion of a test.
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Experience with the first models shoved the
vulnerability of the seams to leaka??!© along ths seam.
Accopdirtgly, the s-?atf.s and seam straps were generously
piled with solvent - resulting in the? use of more sol-
vent on the sea.ris than might otherwise be required.
For Model I-o. 52> the dial gage arran -ement vae
checked out in the inverse position before asseiiibllng
the mod el, and before bolting the model to the steel
flanr,e. For this model the dial gages were mounted at
mid-height of the lower panel, and clear of the seaa»
Dial gage rGad'r.i-s vere taken up to thf» point of
failure.
In -lountlng Mo«!els Nos. 5^ and 51, the upper
"Lucite" dtaphraga was left bolted to the Pteel flange,
and the shell and t^en the lover diaphrag'fi glued on.
The test of Model !^o. 5? va» Interrupted by a serious
leak at the lower end of the seam. The model vas re-
moved from the tank, tliis crack was sealed with solvent,
and the test re-start^x' ar.d carried to caiicluslon with-
out further incident, ho dial gage readings were taken*
Similarly, TiO dial gage readings were taken on
Model 1^0, 51, but careful visu''^,l ar.d touch obsc^rvat Ions
were "Tiade. This test was carried through without in-
cident. This test pressure exceeded calculated pre-
'Il
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dictions, and threatened to go beyond the limits of
th« pressure gage; the critical pressure was reached
just fiS the usable range of the ga^e was approached.
Model Iio« 50 suffered all the mechanical break-
dovns anrl material failures avoided by Models I«os.
51-5£. To provide for the logical increase in pressure
above Mo fel No, 51, prior to the test of Model Ho, 50
the authors procured ar.-'' installed a high pressure
hanc hydraulic pu'^p and a ?00 pounds per square inch
capacity pressure gu-.e, as ahovn on Photograph Ko« 1
and Figure XVIII. Because of the difficulty in ^x»
aialning the entire inner surface of the shell Mid
fraffles In t.h« time allowed under the cihos-^n load rate,
dial gages were again ^ounte \, as sriovn in Figure VIII.
el<iar of frames an* seai in the middle frani^ space.
The function if these dial gag^s was to detect the
yield point or point >f buckling of the model by any
non-linearity of deflection readings. Model Ko. 50
was first fitted with the sane end dlaphrag:ns as
used on Models Hoa. 51-52 and fitted as shown for such
models on Figure VI, The lover diaphragm flange sheared
off In Tost A, however, under a relatively low pressure.
For later tests the lover diaphragm wat modified, and
both diaphragaa were re-installed, as detailed for
3 XI '.
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Mo(?el Ko. 50 ^n Figure VI. The lover head cull^.lng
bolts, aru^ the loed-spreading vashers shovr., were
waterproofed vith cotton grommets snieared with miracle
adhesLve, As will fc© noted from the results. Model
Ko, 50 failed prematurely &t a lower pressure thaa
Mo^'el ho, 51; accordingly, there was no reed to use
th*^ hand pump ttiat hed been provic'ed, anc- the rsaximum





Tables VII-XVII contain a suaaary of th« test data
taicen during tests of ^Lucite^ and '^P^exiglas" colu^-ans,
'^Plexiglas* ctata were taken In th# form in which
tabulated as the tests were being run.
The "Lucite**, "l^ylon" and Cellulose Acetate ata
were autc-natically recorded «1urirg the actual tests b/
an ink graph of force vs. time laade by the testing
caachine. The authors recordec the readings for lateral
and vertical deflection on these graphs at the appro-
priate values of force and tiae. The -traphs are ten
incbtiS wide and have a total length of approximately
?0 feet; the tables that follow are a sumaary of th«
data recorded or. these graphs,
APPE!»DIX "B*' describes the procedure followed by





Shepeg of Stress^Strain Curves
Typical shapes of stress-strain curves for ship-
building steels are indicated on Flf^ure XXIV. Host of
the steel ^^urves are characterized by a distinct and
definite yield point, which often occurs in t^4e charac-
teristic '*flrop of the beam*' pheriOiamion as illustrated
by the "Medium Steel" curve of Figure X'XIV, Kany High
Tensile steels <?xhibit thtj other s tress-strair; curve
shovn orx tJ-ie sane figure; these HTS curves show high
values of E, ^ , ^ , and a cistinct, rapid,
P • i • y • p •
anf^ permanent drop in the value of E at the yield point.
The third ard last curve on Figure XXI?, in comparison,
ii typical of the rj^?thyl -net^iacrylates (regarc^less of
rate of load) including its lack of a distinct yield
point. Thus, for "Lucite*' we are forced to employ
soae arbitrary ' eflnltion of 'yield point" Irvolvlng
a percentage of elongation, or percentage of liUtial
aio:3uluf?, etc,
Gospanson of the steel ari'-^ plestlc carves in
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P|e<i«)llas And Luc'.+c Colut^vn*-1 Da+a
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3 T, iOO 70 1.03 2.75
4- 5,800 i;5 .8i'\ 3.44
5 4, 170 30 .6 to 4.IZ j^
6 4,7J?0 35 .531 4.81
T X.7IO 4o .387 5.50
8 «. 3.00 45 .314 6. J«^ 5*1. J^
S 1,745 50 .Z4«» 6.ff7 47.a^
(f 8, S40 13.
S
.S85 2.34
it, (Re4al) «^, »20 13.5 I.OIO 2.34-
ir 8, iZO iS.Z .TI3 3. IS
la 5, 030 230 .551 3.16
11 J.'lfcO 27.6 .440 4.7S
Xo «, ISO 3^.3 .;^53 S.iO
111 1, 845 Sif.O .*0S S OO 63.R
l« lO,7^S 12. X 1. 10 2.12
13 1 1 , ioo U 7 \.2t 1.20
^4 10^ 60O no l.ZJ^ i.'^i
MoJeU 0-<» C>3TO,ooo MoieU »fc-Z4 ,0"wf« S, ooo.e= 30d OoO
5+ccl Calutnn Da4«
^p» <4., OOO p»i E « 31.3 * JO"
Mod e 1 yp S+I-«J3 (<4)K/mbobm '--Vcr^P EWBWBI
«45 14, OOO 5.44 . 318 4..4C
HU 23,000 4.35 .5 23 T35
«04 Z^, OOO 3.«?o tsi S36
«»0 36,000 3.37 8«1 M.50
87 3t,ooO 3.2t 886 i2.4S
73 43,ooo 2.74 .^TT 13.7iC
51 44, OOO ?.Zi 1.000 K.OS
50 44, OOO ».a7S l.ooo 14.OS
48 42,OOO I.60 ."^SU I3.40
SJi 45,000 l.S«A \.0XO 14.38
38 4 7, OOO I.42S 1.048 XS.^O
30 5 o, OOO 1.12$ ». (35 It.OO
175 9,50O &.SC . 2<C

Tabic No.'Snil
Tea+ Oa + a Foi- Nvlo»^ Ano Cellw.lo3c.
T«^43 E.F. Duf-fee Ai^J V. D. Johnsoh
Moad 378 X . 31C>" K , JSI6" Cell wlosc- Acc4
Fov-cc S4rcss V«h+. Dc-fl. an:+ 5-Vva.h
4T* io:^o*
-5
4.0 * lo IR40 « lo*
85* leoo s a 1766
I
14'* A380 fe.7 Z0 40
I4C> 3»oo &.0 Z440
ITS 3r*o <>. ^ Z600
214 4S(,0 n.o 3340
24«^ 53 lO 13.7 4 »C0
%LZ 5700 is.s 4S30
2T7 5100 160 $4&0
28? 6000 »«^ ft 60 iO
?iSI C?oo 21.6 <>SCO
2S4. 6 2 So ^3.6 TI60
i^«Ta Ci346 25.T 7810
lOX, 64:io Zl.4 83IO
30O 6360 2V0 8ao<a
300 a3 80 2S.S 8'^50
Ra4c of
Mo<ic\ 14- .8TO r .30S « .S09 Nt^»on
Foi-<c S+I-C55 Y«r+. 0«4^l. l^h;+ 6i-i-ai«
\ 10* fe 96 p^; 50 » lo"^ S75 t lo'*
2IO 1335 76 »74-
360 l^^O HT I34i»
520 :53 IO 145 1667
C80 43?o 176 Slo^o
770 4«<?o »S5 ia4o
6 60 54&0 SIR 24 35
1 40 foSiO :i4& ;C8SO
H «!0 7550 277 3J80
1 3O0 8*40 30I 3460
1350 8 550 z^o 3680
14 SO S i*lo 344 3^SO
1
15 %5 96SO 378 4 3SO
1 6 00 IO I30 40U 4660
162S . 106SO 43C soao
I6TS 10800 -474- S450
ITOO IOS80 5<y\ 5 760
17 10 lo8«o 532. 6 no
JTIO 10880 5 75 6610
IT50 1 t 1 ^0 CIS 706O

Tabic NoTT
Tcs-fe 0a4a Fet> Uuci^c CotuMn«
Tcd-t-s R«n Bh C. F. Our^ce Jk-. dhJ V. 0. OoUr%4«
fea-k: o-f L o^J in a - eop ^s^/nvn Temn. 70.:5-C
M^Jcl *I6 4. ox" ir o.«»t" a O.T43
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Plo-t . Cr-i-tical Foirce.
no^el -IT 5.35 X 0.5U « 0. 74T
Force. Ve».-t Oe?l De«l. L<f« Dc-Cl. Si^Kt
1570* TO a.n OS
18«0* 80 i.r - o.«
2100 •>0 X.I - i.O
Z3SO |oe i.a - x.o
2600 no l-O - 3.0
1 800 I %o 0.^ - s.t
11 00 117 0.^ - *.«^
3ooO kSO O.T -4.1
3100 135 l.l - 4 1
3%00 140 l.^ -3.7
3150 145 j.n - x.^
5400 tso 4.0 -l.C
34SO ISS fc.s 4 1.0
3530 IfrO V i » M a i V;5«4al
3700
^».o^T^ Plot . Critical Force • 3l4o
No-tC. Ail Dcflec4itt»i Rea^

Table No. X
Oai:a Fof Luci+c Col»A»n
E. r OM»-^ce Jt- ahd V. O. Johnaon
Ra+c. o* Loa^im« - ©OO p>i/min
MoJel IS l.4sV'« . SOS" X .511"
P'atrcc Vc*.t. D**l. Um.+ De*>- S+ KC55
ST*' 30 -fro'*" ^ (O r fo'^ 2 2 O p 5 •
106 4S 340 4 eo
(6<1 6^ 475 i,3S
J14S 8^ i, lO <?SO
IBB •»*l 681 «!TO
335 1 09 750 1 300
374 ( IS 8li^ /450
4-3;^ iZl 875 i670
$13 147 ; O lO l'^*^0
5 73 (60 1 I o» 2220
(,co 176 ( 2IO 2560
7TO na I36i^ 2"f94-
8U i07 14:^5 3150
<»(S iZ5 IS50 3 S40
1010 Z4»i I66S 3S lo
IZ6( 266 ISTO 4890
1353 30& 2I05 S2SO
|4<»T 33A ix*^o S8 00
I590 34«^ 240I &I6&
ItS'i 35d 24C0 4 3 50
1745 38S 2U50 6760
1 860 4 *C ^8«»0 7286
^OTS 4 54- 31^1 doso
JiSO 4r 1 3 140 8330
2z.eo 530 34(i^ 8843
?405 54;i 3730 S 3;?o
rsss 576 3«»70 9900
;;6S5 6o(> 4 i 70 I 02S0
2745 63«» 4400 IO630
^8/5 465 45 76 lO*^(0
30S5 TiO 5230 1 1 830
3I70 6Z.S 5€,ao i2;i6o
3345 «JX7 6380 1 2960
344-S S9C» (^8&0 13 350
3S05 1 060 7300 13 530
3555 1 t 1 c 7<,ctO 13780
3600 use 8 :iSO 139SO
3 6 30 /^5S 86SO 14 070
3C7t 1488 J0230 142.^0
3<, 76 15 7,^ 1 s*o KR45




Tes^.;, Ran Bw C. F Our+cc J». and V D vJohnsoM
Rate O-f Loa4ina - »oOP,»i/»T»in Tcmb Z0.3*C
Hodcl "^1© t.TI Jf O. S;o7 « O TAT 7p= 44.
Force. Vert. De*». Oc*l Le4t Dc*l R.aht
7-»-0 ^o 4.1 - 40
8 70 4 S 4-.I ~ ^.0
S TO 5o 4-. I - 3 «!
J 060 56 5 o -4.0
» 1 SO CO 5.0 -3 «1
14^10 70 5 1 -3 T
(640 8o 5.2 ^4.0
« 77 6 8* 5 1 -4.0
1 830 «^o c& -4-.C.
1 S50 96 CH -5.»
?03o lOO 8o -5 8
iiSO lOS S 5 - T.I
25oO I lO (I.I -S.o
iLCOO V«$via! Vf4M«|
From Plot. C^:-Vical Lo«i SSOokSt
rio«»ci *H 8,05* » O.SO& "* 74.8' Vp-- 55 I
Force. Vcr-t OeTI Oe<^» Le*^ Dcfl Ri^h+
8-*4 4-5 3.' • '<.(
<\^o 50 3.1 - -t «»
1 20 55 4-,| - 2.S
» 1 40 60 4.» - 3.0
1 240 65 S.O . 3.6
I3%0 TO 5.5 _ 4.S
i4ato 75 6.1 - 4.5
1 SOO 80 6.1 - 4-.C
1 &00 85 6 - 6 K
I TOO sro S.O - 7.<
I 7SO IS l^.o - 11.
S
I8SO 100 iS.o - 47.0
IS40 V.»ua« \/<sMai
fro^r^ Plo-fc. Cri4i<:al LoaJ ISOO* 3"»40




E.FDtkf^ee. Jh. ah4 V. D. Jahnaot.
Rat.c o« LoaJ; ?o.^"C
t^o<l«.l '•20 Vp= C4.fi.
Fo »«c.c Vcr+ De*l. De«l. Lt-f+ D^-fl RiqWt
80 * 5 - 4-.-^ 5.3
% xo 15 - 6.1 7.0
4-10 ^T - 7. 7.8
4SO 3R - 7.;^ 8.0
6 05 4-0 - 78 8.
a
ra* So - S.4 s.a
ma Lo - 10. 11.7
1 000 45 - 11. 1 13.0
I ( (,0 75 - i4.;» »6.T
1340 85 - 25 xao
14SO V.SA^l Vis**ai
C».;45ca» Load = SSo* u^;+= jaeo
Mdcl Xi 14.18'ic o.-^sa' X o.7Sr Vp= 104-










s fcSO* = I84S
Note -. A\l Oe*\ec+i«r>i in

Noxm:
Teat Data Fow Luci+c Columns
Tes-fcs B^, E.F. Durfce J»-. and V. 0. Oohnsoi-*
Rate of Loddina 30O*/>T,ir, Tert^b 2^»C
MoJcl ''IG (Re + cj+^ 4-. OX' » O.SIT iro.T43\ Wp*
Fot-ce De-fJ. Le* + Dc^l. R;.,Vi4- fotrcc 0<*l. l.e* + Oe<l. R.«jK+
I450 'It O I.O a-^so "* I.OS 3.6
n 50 O ».<* 3500 1. 20 3.7
2300 O ?.S 35;^o + .»o (.o
;(S50 o 5.0 3600 (>.l - 0.7
*r5o 0.(S 3.1 SCSO 7.0 - \ .H
3ooo 0.<S 3.7 370O 8.1 - -K.Q
3140 0.-*o 3.5 3t;?o '\.\ - Z. 1
32 &0 I. 04- 3.2 3T40 lo.a - 4-. I
C>., + .ca 0^1*.+ . - S uo
MoJel '•xa 3.65 K.^-'^G"' X.74o" Vp= 25.4
FoVct Oe<:i Lcf+ Oe<^l. R;.^K+ Force. Defl. Le«-t- Oe^l. R;^V«4
3R30* O 4.^ •4 I so -•
'
• O.T
3 + XO O 5.0 4 XOO - I.T 11.
s
3C3C> O 5.C. 4200 -2. 1 II.
S
3730 o CO 4:t lo -2.5 12.4
3760 o G.3 41XO -3.3 J3.3
3«lOO o CI 42.:^o -4 14-.
I
5STO a 7.3 4i30 -5.0 is.t
4-OSO o 8.0 4:i4o "6.1 IT.O
4-1 I O 8.S 4 A'*© - 7.1 18.1
41 So T.O A^ so -8.1 IS.







Cr-i + .cal ^ 4ISO^




Tes+i Bv E. F. Du»--fcc J f. a h<i V 0- «Johr»jon
Ra+c o* LoaAit.e^ 3oo*/r Tetne. 2?»C
Mo.icl '•25^ S.ST'if . Sio" X . TSO" Vf - a4.3
Force. Dcf\. Le^+ Dc-fl. R..,Vi+ Force. D*<1 Le^-t De-fl. Ri^Vjf
52.00* 4 S 4oTO* 3.0 5.1
3400 4.i 4 1 00 3.0 S.I
34-15 5.( 4J 50 3.0 5.S
3C00 5.C 41 TS 4.T 31
3TOO <, 4XOO
-t.*! 4.0
3830 1.0 5.fc 4*a.o T."\ l.^
510O iO 5 «l 4;kZT 8.0 1.3
3150 (.0 & t 4300 13.0 -3.0
4000 J.O ^.5 43iO 15.
»
-S.o
405O l.O fcl 4350 I'^.-O -8.6
Cr:+;cal Farce Ft-am PI0+ = 4MO'* a«.+ .= 10. T?0
MoJcJ *X4 5.i'\ « .500 « .T4U H?- 1 «.o
Force Df*( Le*+ Dc+j. R;<,V»+ Force Dc*l. Le^f-f Dc*l Ri.^K+
770 « OT 3150* .10 Ci.o
1 Zoo 1. 4050 l.l 5.C
teso 2.0 41 So 1.7 $.4
zsoo 3.0 4/ 70 2.1 5. 1
3070 40 4i SO 3.1 4.
a
3430 OS 4.T 4330 4.0 4.1
3&30 .OS 5.0 4 4 00 CO 3.0
3800
. 10 5.5.
Cri+icat Fofct Fcoiy, P|o+ = 3 S 5 0» gr^;+ = (O.feOO





Ratc o^ Loading - -4-00 V
IMoJcl O 1. + 4-" K ;.Oo" If . 51 Vp- 10
Fo»-cc. Vchi 0«*l. St 1- t5S (w) 0~ COVI-CC+. U»%.4- Elon V
loo * 16. oo 3 «! 2 psi O \>4 1 O "^ ICr^
4-00 18. OS 7 84- 3SZ (4?
woo n.ts «l TC 784 X53
8 oo ^O. 10 IS 6S 1I7& ?fi5
I o oo ?Z.30 J«^GO I56d 438
iz oo 23. So 2352 I960 54<^
1 UO o 27. OO 31 3C Z744 763
ZOOO 30.08 31ZO 35Z8 ST8
Z400 53. HS 4704- 43U ml
2eoo 36 8Z 5408 509C 1446
3ZOO 40.7« 6Z7fc 5880 17 IS
3 4 00 4S to T05C 6 6 44 20X1
-^ooo SO. 65 re4.o 7448 Z406
44 oo ST. 30 dCZ4 8t3R <t&68
4600 65 45 S40a <^o»t 344a
520O TT.SS to 1 1 2 R600 430*
5W0O St.iO loq 76 I OS 84 5 56'^
4000 ViswkB\ M 7 60
6400 • 12 54-4
Cdoo .. 1332a
6 8 50 Ext etne 134?6
Ncte Dc-f Irc+fohi /oao iwcl^

Tablt No. 321
Test Da+a las C o I u M^ US
Test* B> T M.ller























= 2SOO ^lA,-* = SSOOpai Raie o* Loai;r,« = «^oo*/fn.i
l>^odel "5 S.cs" f 1 00" X . so" Vp-- 60
To r cc \teft Oc + l. P»»-cc. V«p* Oc4». Force V«ht. Oc+l.
ceo ''^ 45.10 800 TTOS 1 5oO t OS .oo
100 4-f.TS 900 31. C5 tfeoo 11 3.^^
^00 5-1-. 3S t 000 8c 1:^ noo 11 e. to
400 S'^.io ( 1 00 10,45 1 &00










V V 1 ^u jiV
Too 7^.55 I400 1 04.^8
C»^i-V;cal Lodil « T.I3S ^^.\' 4-270 Rate = ?oo«A
Mo<lc\ fe 10.06"« I 00" >f .
6 wkctelina Loa«i Rctft»-4c<i ot\\^— Loa«^ = t <\oo •»
feaic o-f Loadin
7p- 70
»^o«*g> f 11.52." "f 1. 00'
&vtc\cl;n<> i.*9A ^<rcofAeX Oh\^ L e 3 <A
Vp = 80
a o CLvA = I
eaic o't Loa«i;n<» = 400 **ltn>n
Mcltl a u.sc* X .sq" 1
Buck \'.»>c. Loai Rccoi»ic<i Ohl« Loa<i 0;*;+ «
^/p= <1o
Rate »f Loai'.n^ = 4oo */
Motlel *1 14.4* l-OO'
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MoJct '5 5.7T K l.oo" >f . so" Hp'40
F Q vce. V«,.+. Dc*V. Fovcc. Vc/»^. Oe?l. F• *cc \/«^.4. Oct"..
200 * •.35 looo"* 3 3. TO i4-Oo* ao'^^
4-00 (5. IT!. IXOQ 31. OS I800 16. 30
&00 10. 42. 160O 52.^8 32.00 \\4,.XO
800 >.c.lo a.000 (,9 . 86 3«oo Viaual
Ciri-V;ca\ LoaA "^ 36oo zoo Ifii
Na-t-c •. At'. Dc4t< U: OKI » I

Tabic NoXZOr
TaMdant Ahd Reduced Moduks
For Pltxiqlas In Comt>»-<5s ion
Tandant Ahi Rc.<lucc«i Mo^iaW Values
Fov* Lucirc In Cofr>k>ycisioh
S^tcsi e-r E.R. 1
SOOO Pii 3.0 f lo' pai 3 0* lo* p5.
6000 i.^ 1t.«>5 .•
7000 2.se " 2.78 "
6000 l.^Z, " 2.CT ••
*\ 000 Z.OB ' 2.46 "
loooo 1.83 " 2.Z\ -
liooo 1.46 •• 2.04 ..





materials both have a linear relationship betve«n
strt^ss and strain, hut the plastic stretches more
for an equal Increase Ir: stress. At the yield stress
of the steel, however, the Irstantaneoua value of the
modulus (B'rp) for steel drops drastically, (A steel
model experiencing this stress would fail through
yield; or, more properly, through irsstablllty c&us«^d
by the lowered value of S accompanying yield). At
the arbitrarily set 'yield stress* of the plastic, in
contrast, the plastic behaves almost exactly as beforei
for the sa'Tie increment in stress as viewed before, the
increment of strain is s little larger, but only a
little larger. The tendency towards Instability failure ^
which is inversely proportional to E - is a little gr^^^ater
to the same extent that the instantaneous value of E-
hss decreased. (A plastic model experiencing this
stress would probably show no changes at all unless by
sheer coincidence the gradual reduction in instantaneous
E to t^iis point was just sufficient to induce instability
failure).
.gy^^jng
Model Ko. 51, which reached the 'naximum absolute
pressure of the four plastic submarine laodels tested,
was the only one of the four -nodels to exhibit the
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phenomenon of crazing. Figure XVIII si-ows the location
of tha crazing In relation to tiw fracture and to the
OTerall geoni^try of t^ie model. Figure XIX ?^ stalls the
crazing along the central portion of the line of
fracture, and- the 8;naller region of craxlng or; the edge
of the adjacent fra-ae. Both areas of crazing vc?re ob-
served immediately following the hydrostatic teat. The
craving «ppeare<^ in the form of tiny, hairlike cracks
on or unrfer the surface of tre <noiel, and could be
detecte'^ only by careful lighting. Rough sketches
were promptly made of the phenomenon vi th descriptive
measurements. At the t:ne of first exatalnatloi"., no
definite 'ieter-aination was Tiade as to which surface
contained the tiny cracks. Uo detectable surface
irregularities existed on either surface.
This niodel was next exar'iined with a magnifying
glass approximately three (z) days after the date of
the hydrostatic test. At this exa^aination, and at all
subsequent re-exu?ninatlons, no trace f the frame edge
crazing could be found.
The craving along the line of fracture remained
unchanged and apparently stable. Figure XIX represer.ts*
therefore, the appearance of the phenomenon in the
fractured area both Immediately on conclusion of the




Thls permanent crftzlr^g has been deterrained to be at,
or tmraod lately adjacei^t to, the Ir.rier surface of the
shell, Ko finite surface breaks or Irregularities
exist.
The literature ocmcernlng the fielc? of plastics
contains much pertaining to the phenomenon of crazirig -
there : s little afi:ree-aent or unanimity regard'ng it;
References (10) and (11) . Mong tbf^ possible causes
of erasing are listed the following: ti^ie existence of
a tensile stress at or near a yield stress, or, the
existence of 3 relative tensile stress which may be
superiniposed on a general compressive stress field
as durihg berdingj li stability of the plastic due to
for=iiula, conditions of ^noldlng and envlronaent and
at-Tiosphere during manufacture; and reactions in th«
surface of the plastic due to the presence of solvents
or oils, including human sKin oils. The latter causes
are essentially a forra of material instability, or
susceptibility to environmental effects, and are not
considered pertinent to the crazing occurring in
Model 51 for the folloving reasons: the :^aterlal used
was staridard cot?naercial "Lucite", and exhibited no
ottier case of crazing during the manufacture, handling,
and test of the models in spite of constant handling




It li believed that the first nienttoned cause of
craving Is applicable to Mo<5el 51 1 the existence of
a ter.slle stress at or near a yield stress, or, the
exister^.ce of a relative tensile stress. Since the
exist€»*ce of crazing doc^s not necessarily re^iice
the ultitnate strength of & tensile speclmeri, the
oecuprerice of crazing is not necessarily an indication
that any portion of the -tiater al has reached the ulti-
mate stress. All auttiorlties consulted by the authors
coiiCurred that the observed crexing in<?loat@d an
absolute or relative tensile stress field in the area
affected. The p-rraan-^nt crazing at the center of the
apparent fracture bulge is located at the inner sur-
face of the mo'ei. It -s believed thjit this crazing
occurred vh^ the formation of such a bulge produced
bending in the shell, an<;^. caused a tensile stress at
the inner surface relative to the general compression
stress through the shell and at the outer surface,
Ko firm conjectvire can be advanced in regard to
the te-mporary crazing over the frarne edrje inasmuch as
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